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Abstract

We study the design of profit-maximizing mechanisms in environments with in-
terdependent values. A single unit of a good is for sale. There is a known joint
distribution of the bidders’ values for the good. Two programs are considered:

(i) Max (over mechanisms) min (over information structures and equilibria) profit;

(ii) Min (over information structures) max (over mechanisms and equilibria) profit.

We show that it is without loss to restrict attention to solutions of (i) and (ii) in which
actions and signals belong to the same linearly ordered space, equilibrium actions are
equal to signals, and the only binding equilibrium constraints are those associated
with local deviations. Under such restrictions, the non-linear programs (i) and (ii)
become linear programs that are dual to one another in an approximate sense. In
particular, the restricted programs have the same optimal value, which we term the
profit guarantee. These results simplify the task of computing and characterizing
informationally robust optimal auctions and worst-case information structures with
general value distributions. The framework can be generalized to include additional
feasibility constraints, multiple goods, and ambiguous value distributions.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents new tools for optimal auction design when the seller knows the distri-
bution of the bidders’ values but does not know how to model the bidders’ information. In
particular, the seller is unable or unwilling to quantify their model uncertainty as a Bayesian
prior over the bidders’ higher-order beliefs—that is, an information structure—as required
by the standard model of optimal auction design. We characterize mechanisms that guar-
antee the greatest level of profit uniformly across all common-prior information structures.
Such informationally robust mechanisms are a natural starting point and benchmark in the
face of model uncertainty about bidders’ information.

We assume that while the information structure is unknown to the designer, the bidders’
behavior in any given mechanism is described by an equilibrium under some information
structure. This assumption is discussed in greater detail in the conclusion of this paper.
But it immediately points to an important conceptual question: Can the seller not have the
bidders simply report the information structure (which is common knowledge among them),
and thereby directly condition the mechanism on the correct model of information? This
seems especially plausible if we further assume that the seller chooses which equilibrium is
played.1 Of course, such mechanisms may be of limited practical value, since they require
the bidders to articulate potentially complicated higher-order beliefs. A distinct issue is
that the seller may be concerned about misspecification of both the information structure
and the equilibrium, in which case there is no simple trick by which the mechanism can
condition directly on the true information structure.

Our formal analysis concerns two optimization programs which describe a best guaran-
teed level of profit under different assumptions about whether the mechanism can condition
directly on the information structure and how an equilibrium is selected. In the min-2max
program, we minimize the seller’s optimal profit across all information structures, where the
seller can condition the mechanism on the information structure and select their preferred
equilibrium. (The “2max” indicates that two objects are being chosen to maximize profit,
the mechanism and the equilibrium.) In the max-2min program, we maximize the seller’s
worst-case profit across mechanisms, where the worst case is over information structures
and equilibria. In particular, the mechanism cannot condition directly on the information
structure and the seller’s least-preferred equilibrium is selected.

Our main result is a characterization of the min-2max and max-2min programs that both
reveals the structure of optimal solutions and simplifies their computation. In particular, we
show that in both programs, it is without loss of generality to restrict attention to solutions
in which actions and signals belong to the same linearly ordered space, equilibrium actions
are equal to signals, and the only binding equilibrium conditions are those associated with
local deviations. This pattern of binding constraints has further implications for min-2max
information structures and max-2min mechanisms that we discuss below. Significantly, it
implies that the inherently non-linear max-2min and min-2max programs can be restricted

1For example, if there are three or more bidders, the seller could use the following mechanisms: Each
bidder reports the information structure. If a majority of the bidders report the same information structure,
use that to design the mechanism, and otherwise design it for some arbitrary information structure. This
game has an equilibrium where all bidders report the information structure truthfully.
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in such a way that they become linear programs, without changing the respective values.
Moreover, we show that restricted min-2max and max-2min programs actually have the
same value, which we term the profit guarantee. A fortiori, this is also the value of the
(unrestricted) max-2min and min-2max programs. Thus, the seller can achieve the same
profit uniformly across information structures and equilibria, whether or not the mechanism
can condition directly on the information structure and no matter how the equilibrium is
selected. And it is possible to compute mechanisms and information structures that attain
the profit guarantee by solving linear programs.

We now describe the restricted programs in greater detail, starting with min-2max. For
a fixed information structure, the revelation principle for mechanism design implies that
it is without loss in the inner “2max” program to restrict attention to direct revelation
mechanisms—in which each action is a “reported” signal—and equilibria in which bidders
report their true signals (Myerson, 1981). Holding information fixed, the problem of maxi-
mizing profit over truthful direct mechanisms is a linear program. Therefore, by the strong
duality theorem of linear programming, one can view the min-2max program as a mini-
mization problem, where we optimize over the information structure and the multipliers on
participation and truthtelling constraints. This program is non-linear, because it involves
the product of the probabilities in the information structure and the multipliers for the
equilibrium constraints. We obtain a program with weakly higher value by fixing an (arbi-
trary) order on signals and restricting attention to information structures and multipliers
for which only local incentive constraints bind.2 We show that the binding local constraints
imply that bidders’ signals are independently distributed. The marginal on signals is in-
determinate, and we simplify formulae by normalizing it to a censored geometric. The
remaining choice variable is the correlation between signals and values. For information
structures with independent signals and binding local constraints, it is well known that
transfers can be solved out in terms of the allocation, and that expected profit is equal to
the expected virtual value of the buyer that is allocated the good (Myerson, 1981; Bulow
and Klemperer, 1996). A bidder’s virtual value is equal to the expected value from be-
ing allocated the good, minus an information rent that is derived from the change in the
bidder’s surplus from a local deviation in the reported signal. Thus, an upper bound on
the seller’s expected profit is the expected maximum virtual value, where the expectation
is across signal profiles and the maximization is across bidders and the seller (who has a
virtual value of zero). Our restricted min-2max program simply minimizes this profit upper
bound across information structures. This is a linear program, as once we have normal-
ized the signal distribution, virtual values are linear in the joint distribution of signals and
values.

The restricted max-2min program is based on a logic that is dual to that just described
for min-2max. For a fixed mechanism, the revelation principle for information design
says that it is without loss in the inner “2min” program to restrict attention to Bayes
correlated equilibria (BCE), that is, information structures in which each bidder’s signal is a
recommended action, and in equilibrium, bidders obey their recommendations (Bergemann

2This restriction on solutions to the dual of the inner 2max program can also be viewed as a relaxation
of the inner 2max program. The net effect is to restrict the feasible set for the min-2max program as a
whole.
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and Morris, 2013, 2016). Again, the problem of minimizing expected profit across BCE is a
linear program, so we can view the max-2min program as a big (non-linear) maximization
problem over mechanisms and multipliers on the constraints that characterize BCE. We
obtain a program with weakly lower value by restricting attention to mechanisms and
multipliers for which only local obedience constraints bind. We show that for BCE with
binding local obedience, expected profit is equal to an expected virtual profit. This new
object, which depends on the bidders’ realized actions and values, is equal to the profit
generated by the action profile, plus a strategic rent, which is the sensitivity of bidders’
surpluses to local deviations in their actions. Thus, a lower bound on expected profit is the
expected minimum virtual profit, where the expectation is over values and the minimum is
over actions. Our restricted max-2min program simply maximizes this profit lower bound
across all mechanisms. This is a linear program, since virtual profit is linear in the allocation
and transfer rules.

In our formal analysis, we work with mechanisms with finitely many actions and infor-
mation structures with finitely many signals, so that each “max” is really a “sup” and each
“min” is really an “inf”. For any bound on the number of actions and signals, the value
of restricted min-2max is necessarily greater than that of restricted max-2min. We show
that as the number of actions and signals goes to infinity, the gap between the programs
disappears, and both values converge to the profit guarantee.3 The proof of this conver-
gence reveals a deep connection between the restricted programs. In fact, the programs
are “almost dual” to one another, in that the dual of the min-2max restriction involves
choosing a mechanism to maximize an expected lowest virtual profit. But there is an im-
portant difference between this dual and the restricted max-2min program: in the former,
the strategic rent is derived from local deviations to lower actions, whereas in the latter, it
is derived from local deviations to higher actions. Similarly, in restricted min-2max, infor-
mation rents come from local downward deviations, whereas in the otherwise-identical dual
to restricted max-2min, information rents come from local upward deviations. We show
that optimal solutions to these programs are sufficiently regular that when the number of
actions and signals is large, the optimal value of the restricted programs does not depend
on the direction of local deviations.4

As noted above, binding local constraints in the restricted min-2max program imply
that the marginal distribution of signals is independent. The corresponding phenomenon
in the restricted max-2min program is that transfers can be partially solved out in terms
of a simpler object, which is the difference between the divergence of the transfer rule and
the sum of the transfers. We call this the aggregate excess growth. In the dual pairing
of variables and constraints between the restricted programs, the aggregate excess growth
is the multiplier on the constraint that the marginal distribution over signals matches its

3This result requires a technical assumption that the distribution of values has full support. The full-
support assumption is not used in the derivation of the restricted programs, and in our examples that
violate full-support, we show constructively that the programs have asymptotically the same value.

4The approximate duality between the restricted min-2max and max-2min programs is distinct from
other applications of duality in optimal auction design, such as Vohra (2011), Daskalakis et al. (2017),
and Cai et al. (2019). In each of these cases, the “primal” program is a standard Bayesian auction design
problem with an exogenously given information structure. In contrast, in each of the programs in our
approximate dual pair, both the information structure and the mechanism are endogenous.
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normalized value. In practice, we have found the aggregate excess growth to be a convenient
analytical tool. After proving our main result, we explore in detail the connection between
the transfer rule and the aggregate excess growth, and how to go back and forth between
the two. This is also illustrated in our examples, which we describe next.5

The new tools that we develop for informationally robust mechanism design can be
applied in many settings. The restricted programs can be used to numerically compute
approximate max-2min mechanisms and min-2max information structures. Based on sim-
ulations, one can then guess the functional form of solutions, and analytically verify that
they attain the profit guarantee using virtual values and virtual profits. This research
program was applied in Du (2018),6 Bergemann et al. (2016), and Brooks and Du (2020,
2021).7 The first three of these papers concerned the case of pure common values, i.e.,
the bidders all have the same value ex post. Brooks and Du (2020) in particular showed
that the max-2min mechanisms have the form of “proportional auctions,” in which the sum
of bidders’ allocations and the sum of bidders payments only depend on the sum of their
actions, and individual allocations and payments are proportional to actions. In Brooks
and Du (2021), we study a variation of the present model in which the seller knows only
the expected value of each bidder and an upper bound on each bidder’s value.8 We showed
that proportional auctions remain max-2min optimal when the bidders have the same ex-
pected value, and we generalize the proportional auction to the case in which bidders have
different expected values.

A main contribution of this paper is to show, non-constructively, that the restricted
programs can be formulated more generally, and that the solutions to these restricted
programs are always approximate min-2max information structures and max-2min mecha-
nisms. Thus, the guess-and-verify strategy pursued in earlier work is guaranteed to succeed
for general value distributions, at least in an approximate sense. In Section 4, we present
another application of our framework to the case where bidders can have different values
ex post but the average value is common knowledge. This is in a sense the opposite of
the common value case, in which there is common knowledge that the difference between
the values is zero but there is uncertainty about the average value. We explicitly solve the
max-2min and min-2max programs for known average values when there are two bidders
and both bidders have the same ex ante expected value. The max-2min mechanism turns
out to be essentially deterministic and fully allocates the good to whoever has a higher bid.

5This phenomenon is distinct from the manner in which interim transfers are solved out to obtain the
formula for revenue in terms of virtual values in Myerson (1981), Bulow and Klemperer (1996), and the
min-2max program. In particular, the profit guarantee in the max-2min program depends on the ex post
transfer rule, whereas in the standard model, only interim transfers matter for incentives. Also, rather
than solving out transfers completely, we reduce them to a simpler object, the aggregate excess growth.

6In Du (2018), virtual profit is used to bound expected profit from below, but the form of the auction
was not motivated by simulations of the restricted max-2min program, in contrast to Bergemann et al.
(2016) and Brooks and Du (2020, 2021).

7In the present model, we work with finite mechanisms and information structures, whereas these other
papers worked with continuous action and signal spaces. Nonetheless, the logic underlying the verification
step is the same. Note that Bergemann et al. (2016) and Brooks and Du (2020, 2021) simply report the
guessed solution and not the motivating simulations from restricted min-2max and max-2min programs.

8The generalization to this case is described in Section 5.
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We contribute to a growing literature on informationally robust auction design. Previous
papers have studied this problem under the assumption that values are private, including
Chung and Ely (2007), Yamashita (2016), Chen and Li (2018), and Che (2020). In contrast,
our model allows for values to be interdependent. Yamashita and Zhu (2018) also study
robust mechanism design with interdependent values, but they focus on conditions under
which ex-post incentive compatible mechanisms are also max-min optimal when the seller-
preferred equilibrium is selected. Other related studies of robust mechanism design include
Neeman (2003), Brooks (2013), Yamashita (2015), Carroll (2017), Bergemann, Brooks,
and Morris (2019), and the literature on algorithmic mechanism design (e.g., Hartline and
Roughgarden, 2009).

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes our model. Section 3
presents our main results on the restricted programs. Section 4 presents an application
when the average value is known. Section 5 presents several extensions and additional
theoretical results. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion of our assumptions
and directions for future research. An Appendix contains omitted proofs and an Online
Appendix contains further results and numerical examples.

2 Model

One unit of a good is for sale to a finite group of bidders, indexed by i � 1, . . . , N . Each
bidder demands the unit at a value of vi P R�, with the joint distribution of values being
given by µ P ∆pRN

� q. We assume that µ has a finite support contained in V �
±N

i�1 Vi,
where Vi � R� is a finite set of values for bidder i. We let v � maximaxVi.

An information structure consists of a finite set of signals Si for each bidder, with
S �

±N
i�1 Si, and a joint distribution σ P ∆pV � Sq such that the marginal of σ on V is µ.

An information structure is denoted by I � pS, σq. We denote by IpSq the set of information
structures with signal space S. We denote by I the set of information structures.9

A mechanism consists of a finite set of actions Ai for each bidder, with A �
±N

i�1Ai;
an allocation rule q : A Ñ r0, 1sN and Σqpaq ¤ 1 for all a P A;10 and a transfer rule
t : A Ñ RN . Thus, a mechanism is a triple M � pA, q, tq. A mechanism is participation
secure if for all i, there exists a “secure” action ai P Ai such that tipai, a�iq � 0 for all
a�i P A�i �

±
j�i Aj. We let MpAq denote the set of participation-secure mechanisms with

action space A. M is the set of finite mechanisms.
A mechanism and information structure pM, Iq define a Bayesian game, in which bidder

i’s (behavioral) strategy is a mapping bi : Si Ñ ∆pAiq. A strategy profile b � pb1, . . . , bNq
is identified with the kernel b : S Ñ ∆pAq where bpsq is the product measure

±N
i�1 bipsiq.

Expected profit from a strategy profile b of a game pM, Iq is

ΠpM, I, bq �
¸
vPV

¸
sPS

¸
aPA

Ņ

i�1

tipaqbpa|sqσps, vq.

9The set of finite information structures exists because we can identify finite sets of signals with finite
subsets of N. Likewise for the set of finite mechanisms.

10Throughout the paper, we adopt the convention that for a vector x P RN , Σx denotes the sum
x1 � � � � � xN .
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Bidder i’s preferences over strategy profiles are represented by the utility function

Uipbq �
¸
vPV

¸
sPS

¸
aPA

pviqipaq � tipaqqbpa|sqσps, vq.

A (Bayes Nash) equilibrium is a strategy profile b such that Uipbq ¥ Uipb
1
i, b�iq for all i and

strategies b1i. We let BpM, Iq denote the set of equilibria for the game pM, Iq, which is
always non-empty since the mechanism and information structure are finite.

For a signal space S, we define

ΠMIN�2MAXpSq � inf
IPIpSq

sup
MPM

sup
bPBpM,Iq

ΠpM, I, bq. (1)

This is the smallest profit to which we can hold the seller, when we restrict attention to
information structures for which the signal space is S and the seller-preferred equilibrium
is played. Similarly, for an action space A, we define

ΠMAX�2MINpAq � sup
MPMpAq

inf
IPI

inf
bPBpM,Iq

ΠpM, I, bq. (2)

This is the largest profit that the seller can guarantee, if the seller is restricted to mecha-
nisms for which the action space is A, and the profit-minimizing equilibrium is played. Note
that the values of these programs depend only on the cardinality of the action and signal
space. Our primary objective in this paper is to characterize solutions to these programs.

3 Results

We now present our main results. First we define the linear programs described in the
introduction that are restrictions of (1) and (2). We then state our main result, with the
proof immediately following.

3.1 Restricted programs

For each k P N, let

Xipkq �

"
l

k

���� 0 ¤ l ¤ k2, l P Z
*
,

where Z is the integers, and Xpkq �
±N

i�1Xipkq. Given a function f : Xpkq Ñ RN , the
discrete upward partial derivative ∇�

i fpxq is
11

∇�
i fpxq � Ixi kpk � 1qpfipxi � 1{k, x�iq � fipxqq.

11Given that the increment between elements in Xpkq is 1{k, a seemingly more natural definition of the
discrete derivative would have a factor k rather than k � 1. Of course, these definitions are equivalent in
the limit as k tends to infinity, and by defining it with k � 1, we simplify several calculations in the proof
of Theorem 1.
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We let ∇�fpxq � p∇�
1 fpxq, . . . ,∇�

Nfpxqq. The discrete upward divergence is ∇� � fpxq �°N
i�1∇

�
i fpxq. Also, let

ρipxiq �

�
1�

1

k


kxi 1

kIxi k

denote the censored geometric distribution on Xipkq with arrival rate 1{k, and

ρpxq �
N¹
i�1

ρipxiq

be the product distribution on Xpkq.
We now define the restrictions of (1) and (2) that we described in the introduction.

The restriction of (1) (with S � Xpkq) is

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � min
σ:Xpkq�VÑR�, w:XpkqÑRN

� , γ:XpkqÑR�

¸
xPXpkq

γpxq

s.t.
¸

xPXpkq

σpx, vq � µpvq @v;¸
vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq @x;

wpxq �
1

ρpxq

¸
vPV

vσpx, vq @x;

γpxq ¥ ρpxq
�
wipxq �∇�

i wpxq
�
@x, i.

(3)

This program involves choosing an information structure with signal space Xpkq, and the
first constraint is simply part of the definition of an information structure. But we have
imposed an additional constraint, which is that the marginal distribution of the signals
is ρ.12 Given this fixed marginal on signals, the third constraint defines wpxq to be the
bidders’ interim expected values, conditional on the signal profile x. The last constraint
simply says that γpxq{ρpxq must be at least the virtual value of bidder i. This is the
social value from allocating to bidder i, which is wipxq, minus an information rent that
bidder i accrues when allocated the good at the signal profile x, which is ∇�

i wpxq. This
expression is the analogue of the classic Myersonian formula, adapted to the case of discrete
signals and interdependent values, and where we have assumed that each bidder’s signal is
a censored geometric random variable.13 Thus, the program (3) corresponds to choosing

12As we discuss in the next section, the choice of ρ is merely a normalization; the substantive assumption
is that signals are independent and that the limit signal distribution when k Ñ8 is absolutely continuous.

13The generalized formula for the virtual value from Bulow and Klemperer (1996) is

wipxq � hpxiq
Bwipxiq

Bxi
,

where hipxiq is the inverse hazard rate of bidder i’s signal evaluated at xi. In the case of private values,
wipxq � xi, and the formula reduces to that reported in Myerson (1981). For the censored geometric
distribution, we have hipxiq � 1.
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the information structure to minimize the expected maximum virtual value, where the
expectation is across signal profiles and the maximum is across bidders and the seller
(where the seller’s virtual value is implicitly taken to be zero).

The restriction of (2) (with A � Xpkq) is

ΠMAX�2MINpkq � max
q:XpkqÑRN

� , t:XpkqÑRN , λ:VÑR

¸
vPV

µpvqλpvq

s.t. Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x;

tip0, x�iq � 0 @i, x�i;

λpvq ¤ Σtpxq � v �∇�qpxq �∇� � tpxq @v, x.

(4)

The choice variables pq, tq are simply a participation secure mechanism with action space
Xpkq. Feasibility of the allocation and participation security are the first two constraints
(where we have taken 0 to be the secure action). The third and most substantive constraint
essentially says that λpvq is a lower bound on the seller’s surplus when the value profile
is v, and where the lower bound involves both revenue and bidders’ local incentives. The
right-hand side of this constraint is the virtual profit that we referred to in the introduction,
and the term v � ∇�q � ∇� � t is what we termed the strategic rent. The objective is to
maximize the expected minimum virtual profit, where the expectation is across values and
the minimum is across action profiles.

3.2 Main result

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 1. For all k,

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¥ ΠMIN�2MAXpXpkqq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpkq. (5)

Any optimal solution of problem (3) yields an information structure such that the maximum

profit across mechanisms and equilibria is at most Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq, and any optimal solution
of problem (4) yields a mechanism such that the minimum profit across information struc-
ture and equilibria is at least ΠMAX�2MINpkq. If µpvq ¡ 0 for all v P V , then there exists a
Π� such that

lim
kÑ8

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � lim
kÑ8

ΠMAX�2MINpkq � Π�. (6)

Thus, the linear programs (3) and (4) bound (1) and (2), and under the full-support
hypothesis, their values are asymptotically equal to the profit guarantee Π�, in the limit
as k goes to infinity. Theorem 1 does not hold when we impose an upper bound on the
number of actions/signals. In simulations reported below, the value Π� is only attained in
the limit.

3.3 Proof of Theorem 1

We now prove Theorem 1. The first step is showing the chain of inequalities (5). We

then show that Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � ΠMAX�2MINpkq converges to zero under the full support
hypothesis.
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3.3.1 Ordering ΠMIN�2MAX and ΠMAX�2MIN

An elementary observation is that ΠMIN�2MAX is always greater than ΠMAX�2MIN, and these
values move closer as the the number of actions and signals increases.

Lemma 1. For all S and A, ΠMIN�2MAXpSq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpAq. Moreover, if |Ai| ¤ |A1
i|

(respectively |Si| ¤ |S 1i|) for all i, then ΠMAX�2MINpAq ¤ ΠMAX�2MINpA1q (respectively
ΠMIN�2MAXpSq ¥ ΠMIN�2MAXpS 1q).

The first part follows from a standard argument in zero-sum games: In particular,
when the seller moves second (as in (1)), they can always pick the mechanism that is
approximately optimal for (2) with the action space A and an arbitrary equilibrium, which
must give a value that is approximately at least ΠMAX�2MINpAq. The second part follows
from the fact that any mechanism with fewer actions can be replicated when there are more
actions by treating some of the actions as copies, and any information structure with fewer
signals can be replicated when there are more signals by assigning zero probability to the
extra signals. See the Appendix for the complete proof.

3.3.2 Local restrictions

We now prove a key step in the proof of Theorem 1, which is that the programs (3) and
(4) are indeed restrictions of (1) and (2), respectively, when the signal and action spaces
are taken to be Xpkq.

Lemma 2. For all k P N, ΠMIN�2MAX
pkq ¥ ΠMIN�2MAXpXpkqq. Moreover, if pγ�, σ�, w�q

is an optimal solution to (3), then pXpkq, σ�q is an information structure for which profit

in any mechanisms and equilibrium is at most Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq.

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the inner maximization program in (1) for a fixed informa-
tion structure I � pXpkq, σq in IpXpkqq, in which we maximize expected profit over all
participation-secure mechanisms and equilibria. The presence of the participation-security
action implies that all bidders must receive non-negative utility in equilibrium. Thus, we
can relax the program by dropping the requirement of participation security, and replacing
it with the constraint that equilibrium interim bidder surpluses must be non-negative.

By the revelation principle (Myerson, 1981), this relaxed program is equivalent to max-
imizing expected profit over incentive compatible and individually rational direct mech-
anisms. Recall that a direct mechanism on the information structure I is a mechanism
with A � Xpkq. When the action and signal spaces coincide, we let bi denote the truthful
strategies that place probability one on ai � si for all i. The direct mechanism is incentive
compatible if b is an equilibrium. It is individually rational if the truthful strategies give
each bidder a non-negative expected payoff conditional on their signal. Thus, the relaxed
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program is the linear program

max
q:SpkqÑRN

� , t:XpkqÑRN

¸
xPXpkq

¸
vPV

Σtpxqσpx, vq

s.t.
¸
vPV

¸
x�iPX�ipkq

pviqipxi, x�iq � tipxi, x�iqqσpxi, x�i, vq

¥
¸
vPV

¸
x�iPX�ipkq

pviqipx
1
i, x�iq � tipx

1
i, x�iqqσpxi, x�i, vq @i, xi, x

1
i;¸

vPV

¸
x�iPX�ipkq

pviqipxi, x�iq � tipxi, x�iqqσpxi, x�i, vq ¥ 0 @i, xi;

Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x.

By the strong duality theorem, the value of this program is equal to that of its dual:

min
tαi:Xipkq2ÑR�, βi:XipkqÑR�uNi�1, γ:XpkqÑR�

¸
xPXpkq

γpxq (7)

s.t. γpxq ¥
¸

x1iPXipkq

¸
vPV

virσpx, vqαipxi, x
1
iq � σpx1i, x�i, vqαipx

1
i, xiqs

�
¸
vPV

βipxiqviσpx, vq @i, x;
(7a)

¸
vPV

σpx, vq �
¸

x1iPXipkq

¸
vPV

rσpx, vqαipxi, x
1
iq � σpx1i, x�i, vqαipx

1
i, xiqs

�
¸
vPV

βipxiqσpx, vq @i, x,
(7b)

where αipxi, x
1
iq is the multiplier on the incentive compatibility constraint for type xi not

misreporting as x1i and βipxiq is the multiplier on the individual rationality constraint for
type xi. Thus, (1) has a value less than or equal to the (non-linear) program of minimizing
the value of (7) across all information structures σ and multipliers pα, β, γq.

Note that the value of the inner program (7) will only increase if we hold α and β fixed
at particular values. In particular, consider the following feasible solution:

αipxi, x
1
iq �

$'&'%
1 if x1i �

1
k
� xi � k;

k if x1i �
1
k
� xi   k;

0 otherwise

(8)

and

βipxiq �

#
k if xi � 0;

0 otherwise.
(9)

The constraint (7b) (for which tipxq is the multiplier) can be simplified as follows: In a
slight abuse of notation, let σpxq denote the marginal of σ on Xpkq. Then integrating out
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values and using the particular multipliers, (7b) becomes

σpxq �

#
k�1
k
σpxi � 1{k, x�iq if 0   xi   k;

pk � 1qσpk � 1{k, x�iq if xi � k.

For each i and x�i, this is a first-order difference equation in xi, which has a unique solution
given the boundary value σp0, 0q. The unique solution that is also a probability distribution
is σpxq � ρpxq. As a result, we can replace (7b) with the constraint¸

vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq. (10)

Thus, the multipliers in (8) and (9) are feasible for problem (7) if and only if the marginal
distribution of σ on Xpkq is ρ.

In addition, substituting the chosen multipliers into (7a), the constraint becomes

γpxq ¥

$'&'%
k
°

vPV virσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs if xi   k � 1{k;°
vPV virkσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs if xi � k � 1{k;°
vPV viσpx, vq if xi � k.

(11)

Letting

wpxq �
1

ρpxq

¸
vPV

vσpx, vq (12)

denote the interim expected value of bidder i conditional on the signal profile x, the con-
straint (11) can be rewritten as

γpxq ¥ ρpxq
�
wipxq �∇�

i wpxq
�
. (13)

Thus, replacing (7b) with (10) and replacing (7a) with (12) and (13) yields a program with
weakly higher value than (1). This program is precisely (3).

Lemma 3. For all k ¥ 0, ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¤ ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq. Moreover, if pλ�, q�, t�q is
an optimal solution of problem (4), then pXpkq, q�, t�q is a mechanism for which profit in
any information structure and equilibrium is at least ΠMAX�2MINpkq.

Proof of Lemma 3. Consider the inner minimization program in (2) for a fixed mechanism
M � pXpkq, q, tq in MpXpkqq. The program of minimizing expected profit over all informa-
tion structures and equilibria can be reformulated as a linear program. Specifically, a Bayes
correlated equilibrium (BCE) of M is an information structure with S � Xpkq such that
the obedient strategies b are an equilibrium. The problem of minimizing expected profit
over information structures and equilibria is equivalent to minimizing expected profit over
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BCE (Bergemann and Morris, 2013, 2016). Explicitly, this program is

min
σ:Xpkq�VÑR�

¸
vPV

¸
xPXpkq

Σtpxqσpx, vq

s.t.
¸
vPV

¸
x�iPX�ipkq

rviqipxi, x�iq � tipxi, x�iqsσpxi, x�i, vq

¥
¸
vPV

¸
x�iPX�ipkq

rviqipx
1
i, x�iq � tipx

1
i, x�iqsσpxi, x�i, vq @i, xi, x

1
i;¸

xPXpkq

σpx, vq � µpvq @v.

The value of this program is equal to that of its dual:

max
tαi:pXipkqq2ÑR�uNi�1, λ:VÑR

¸
vPV

λpvqµpvq (14)

s.t. λpvq ¤ Σtpxq �
Ņ

i�1

¸
x1iPXipkq

αipxi, x
1
iq
�
pviqipx

1
i, x�iq � tipx

1
i, x�iqq

� pviqipxi, x�iq � tipxi, x�iqq
�
@x, v,

where αpxi, x
1
iq is the multiplier on the obedience constraint that a bidder with signal xi not

want to bid x1i, and λpvq is the multiplier on the constraint that the marginal probability
of v P V under σ is µpvq. Moreover, any feasible solution to the dual is a lower bound on
the value of the primal. In particular, consider the following feasible multipliers:

αipxi, x
1
iq �

#
k � 1 if x1i �

1
k
� xi;

0 otherwise.

In this case, the dual constraint becomes

λpvq ¤ Σtpxq � v �∇�qpxq �∇� � tpxq. (15)

Thus, the maximum of (14) subject to (15) is a lower bound on the inner minimization
program in (2). As a result, the maximum of this lower bound across all participation secure
mechanisms, given by the linear program (4), is a lower bound on the value of (2).

To summarize, the restricted programs (3) and (4) are derived from (1) and (2) by
fixing an (arbitrary) order on the signal/action space, and dropping all incentive/obedience
constraints except those that are associated with local deviations, and fixing a particular
set of multipliers on local constraints (which corresponds to an implicit restriction to primal
solutions for which local constraints bind). Obviously, the particular labeling of the signals
and actions is arbitrary, and we have simply normalized those labels so that the order in
which local constraints bind coincides with the usual order on R.

With regard to the program (3), the proof of Lemma 2 shows that, rather remarkably,
binding local incentive compatibility actually implies that bidders’ signals are independent.
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The fact that the signal distribution is exactly ρ is an artifact of the particular choice
of multiplier on local obedience.14 Lemma 2 also implicitly uses binding local incentive
compatibility to solve out the interim transfer and rewrite expected profit as the expected
virtual value of the winner (Myerson, 1981). This virtual value implicitly depends on the
independent distribution of signals, which is also ρ.

3.3.3 Convergence

We now sketch the last part of the proof of Theorem 1, which shows that the programs (3)
and (4) have the same value in the limit as k goes to infinity. In this limit, the programs
(3) and (4) are “close” to being a dual pair. To see this, we first observe that (3) has the
following dual:15

max
λ:VÑR,Ξ:XpkqÑR, q:XpkqÑRN

�

¸
xPXpkq

ρpxqΞpxq �
¸
vPV

µpvqλpvq

s.t. Ξpxq � λpvq ¤ v �∇�qpxq @v, x;

Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x,

(3-D)

where

∇�
i qpxq �

$'&'%
kqipxq xi � 0;

kpqipxq � qipxi � 1{k, x�iqq 0   xi   k;

qipxq � qipxi � 1{k, x�iq xi � k

is the discrete downward derivative of q.
This program is similar to (4), except for two key differences: First, (3-D) has a new

choice variable Ξpxq, which is substituted in the constraint in place of the term ∇ � tpxq �
Σtpxq. We refer to the latter as the aggregate excess growth. There is also a new term in
the objective, the expectation of Ξ under ρ. In fact, we can make a similar substitution of
Ξ for t in the program (4), as we now explain. Let us say that Ξ : Xpkq Ñ R is balanced if¸

xPXpkq

ρpxqΞpxq � 0. (16)

14 With a general multiplier on local obedience, the constraint (7b) reduces to

σipxiq � σipxiqαipxi, xi � 1{kqIxi¡0 � σpxi � 1{kqαipxi � 1{k, xiqIxi k @i, x,

where we have integrated out v and x�i and let σipxiq denote the marginal distribution of bidder i’s signal.
Summing the above equation across x1i ¥ xi yields

¸

x1

i¥xi

σpx1iq � σpxiqαipxi, xi � 1{kq.

In other words, the multiplier on the local incentive compatibility constraint is exactly equal to the inverse
hazard rate of the signal distribution.

15When taking the dual of (3) we find it convenient to replace the constraint (13) by the equivalent
constraint (11).
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We have the following lemma16

Lemma 4. Given Ξ : Xpkq Ñ R, there exists a t that solves

∇� � tpxq � Σtpxq � Ξpxq @x; (17)

tip0, x�iq � 0 @i, x�i (18)

if and only if Ξ is balanced.

Proof of Lemma 4. By Fredholm’s alternative, there exists a t that solves (17) and (18) if
and only if there does not exist a ρ1 such that¸

xPXpkq

ρ1pxqΞpxq � 0 (19)

ρ1pxq �

#
k�1
k
ρ1pxi � 1{k, x�iq if 0   xi   k;

pk � 1qρ1pk � 1{k, x�iq if xi � k.

It is easy to see that the choice of ρ1p0q pins down the rest of ρ1, and in fact

ρ1pxq � ρpxq
ρ1p0q

ρp0q
.

As a result, (19) holds if and only if
°

xPXpkq ρpxqΞpxq � 0. Thus, (17) and (18) has a
solution if and only if Ξ is balanced.

In light of Lemma 4, the program (4) would remain the same if we substitute Ξpxq for
∇� � tpxq � Σtpxq, and added the constraint that Ξ is balanced. But clearly, the balance
condition (16) is just a normalization: If the expectation of Ξ under ρ is C � 0, then we
could define a new solution where λ1 � λ � C and Ξ1 � Ξ � C, so that Ξ1 is balanced and
the objective is the same. Thus, the value of the program would be the same if, instead of
imposing the constraint (16), we simply add the left-hand side of (16) to the objective, to
obtain the following program:

max
λ:VÑR,Ξ:XpkqÑR, q:XpkqÑRN

�

¸
xPXpkq

ρpxqΞpxq �
¸
vPV

µpvqλpvq (41)

s.t. Ξpxq � λpvq ¤ v �∇�qpxq @v, x; (41a)

Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x, (41b)

By the argument in the preceding paragraph, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 5. The programs (4) and (41) have the same value of ΠMAX�2MINpkq.

16The aggregate excess growth played a prominent role in our earlier analysis of common values in Brooks
and Du (2020). In that paper, we gave a constructive argument for the existence of participation secure
transfers when Ξ is balanced. We comment further on this connection in Section 3.4.
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The remaining key difference between the program (3-D) (which is the dual of (3)) and
(41) (which is a reformulation of (4)) is that the term ∇�q in the former is replaced with
∇�q in the latter. Thus, incentive constraints point in the opposite direction in the two
programs. Intuitively, this difference should be immaterial when k is large, as long as the
solutions to (3-D) are sufficiently smooth. This is the sense in which the programs (3) and
(4) are “almost” a dual pair.17 This is indeed the case:

Lemma 6. Suppose µpvq ¡ 0 for all v. For any ϵ ¡ 0, there exists a K such that for all

k ¥ K, ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¥ Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � ϵ.

The proof of Lemma 6 in Appendix A shows that when k is large, for any q that is
optimal for (3-D), we can find a q1 that is feasible for (41) such that ∇�q and ∇�q1 are
approximately equal. This step takes considerable effort to prove. The high-level strategy
is as follows: Given a q that is feasible for (3-D), a natural way to define q1 would be to
simply “shift” the allocation up to the next higher signal, i.e., set

q1ipxq � qipxi � 1{k, x�iq

when xi ¡ 0, and set qip0, x�iq � 0, so that ∇�q1pxq � ∇�qpxq for all x. The problem is
that q1 defined in this manner might be infeasible because Σq1pxq ¡ 1. This could happen
if q is decreasing at x. Now, as long as the amount by which q decreased was small, we
could simply normalize by replacing q1 with q1{maxtΣq1, 1u without significantly changing
the objective. Lemma 10 shows that there exists a constant C such that for all k, if q is
optimal for (3-D), then

qipxi � 1{k, x�iq ¤ qipxq �
C

k
. (20)

Thus, the aforementioned normalization will have only a small effect on the allocation when
k is large. It is in establishing (20) where we use the full support hypothesis, that µpvq ¡ 0
for all v P V .18

With Lemma 6 in hand, we now complete the proof of Theorem 1.

17Note that the dual of (41) (which is a reformulation of the dual of (4)) is similarly “almost” equivalent
to (3). In particular, both involve minimization over information structures whose marginal on Xpkq is ρ,
and γpxq (the multiplier on feasibility of the allocation) represents a highest “virtual value” of the bidders.
The key difference is that in (3), the virtual value, written in terms of the interim value, is

wipxq � pk � 1qpwipxi � 1{k, x�iq � wipxqq

whereas in the dual of (4), the virtual value is

wipxq � kpwipxq � wipxi � {k, x�iqq.

Thus, the key difference between these expressions is whether local upward or local downward constraints
are used to compute information rents, which is immaterial when k is large and as long as the optimal
value function is sufficiently smooth.

18In fact, the full support hypothesis is only used to establish an even weaker result, that optimal λ are
bounded as k Ñ8.
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Proof of Theorem 1. The ranking (5) follows immediately from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. That
optimal solutions to (3) and (4) guarantee profit of ΠMIN�2MAXpkq and ΠMAX�2MINpkq,
respectively, follows from Lemmas 2 and 3.

Now, Lemma 1 implies that limkÑ8ΠMIN�2MAXpXpkqq � Π and limkÑ8ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq �
Π both exist, and moreover, for all k,

ΠMIN�2MAXpXpkqq ¥ Π ¥ Π ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq.

Combining Lemma 6 with (5), we have that for any ϵ ¡ 0, there exists a K such that for
all k ¥ K,

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¥ Π ¥ Π ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¥ Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � ϵ.

Hence, Π�Π ¤ ϵ. Since ϵ was arbitrary, we conclude that Π � Π � Π�. This implies that

Π� ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¥ Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � ϵ ¥ Π� � ϵ

for all k ¥ K. Since ϵ ¡ 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that ΠMAX�2MINpkq and Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq
both converge to Π�, as desired.

3.4 Transfers

We conclude this section with an analysis of max-2min transfers, that is, transfers that are
part of an optimal solution to (4), and how they are related to the max-2min allocation.
The proof of Theorem 1, and Lemma 4 in particular, shows that we can essentially solve out
the transfers from (4) in terms of the aggregate excess growth Ξ, to obtain the equivalent
program (41). In applications, we have found that it is often more convenient to work with
the program (41), and derive the optimal allocation q and multipliers pλ,Ξq.

Importantly, Lemma 4 tells us that it is possible to go back and forth between solutions
of the programs (4) and (41). In particular, given pλ, q, tq that is feasible for (4), we can
define Ξ according to (17). Lemma 4 implies that Ξ is balanced, so that pλ,Ξ, qq is feasible
for (41) and has the same value as pλ, q, tq in (4). In the other direction, given pλ,Ξ, qq that
is feasible for (41), there is another optimal solution pλ � C,Ξ � C, qq such that Ξ � C is
balanced. Lemma 4 then implies that there exists a transfer rule t with aggregate excess
growth Ξ � C and satisfies participation security (18), so that pλ � C, q, tq is feasible for
(4) and has the same value. This discussion is formalized in the following corollary:

Corollary 1. The triple pλ�, q�, t�q is an optimal solution to (4) only if pλ�,Ξ�, q�q is an
optimal solution to (41), where Ξ� � ∇� � t� � Σt�. The triple pλ�,Ξ�, q�q is an optimal
solution to (41) only if there is a C P R and a t� where Ξ� � C � ∇� � t� � Σt� and
pλ� � C, q�, t�q is an optimal solution to (4).

The argument in Lemma 4 is non-constructive. But in fact, given a balanced Ξ, it
is straightforward to construct a transfer rule t that is participation secure and has the
given aggregate excess growth. To develop this result, let us first denote by ξipxq bidder i’s
individual excess growth:

ξipxq � ∇�
i tpxq � tipxq. (21)
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We can view this as a first-order difference equation in xi, which we can use to solve for the
transfer in terms of the individual excess growth. The solution that satisfies the boundary
condition tipk, x�iq � �ξipk, x�iq (which is just equation (21) when xi � k) is

tipxq � �
¸

yi:yi¥xi

�
k � 1

k


pyi�xiqk 1

kIyi k
ξipyi, x�iq.

Using the definition of ρi, we can rewrite this more simply as

tipxq � �
1

ρipxiq

¸
yi:yi¥xi

ρipyiqξipyi, x�iq. (22)

Thus, the transfers will satisfy tip0, x�iq � 0 if and only if19¸
yiPXipkq

ρipyiqξipyi, x�iq � 0. (23)

Thus, there is a correspondence between ξ that satisfy (23) and participation-secure transfer
rules with individual excess growths ξ.

Now, for Ξ to be the aggregate excess growth, we must have

Σξpxq � Ξpxq (24)

for all x. Thus, the task of constructing transfers with a given aggregate excess growth
reduces to constructing individual excess growths that satisfy (23) and (24).

Proposition 1. Fix a transfer rule t and its associated individual excess growth functions
ξ defined by (21). Then t is given by the formula (22). Moreover, t is participation secure
and has aggregate excess growth Ξ if and only if ξ satisfies (23) and (24).

Given a balanced Ξ, we now explicitly describe the solutions to (23) and (24), which
in turn define transfer rules with aggregate excess growth Ξ. For notational simplicity,
we specialize to the case of N � 2. In Appendix B.2, we generalize all of the subsequent
analysis to N ¡ 2. A balanced division of Ξ is a pair of functions Ξi : Xpkq Ñ R for i � 1, 2
such that Ξi is balanced and Ξ � Ξ1�Ξ2. Any balanced division induces individual excess
growths that satisfy (23) and (24), as we now explain. We interpret Ξi as bidder i’s initial
allocation of the aggregate excess growth. We then make “correction” to the initial excess
growth to satisfy (23):

ξipxq � Ξipxq �
¸

yiPXipkq

Ξipyi, xjqρipyiq �
¸

yjPXjpkq

Ξjpxi, yjqρjpyjq. (25)

19Brooks and Du (2020) stated and used an analogue of (23) in a continuum model where actions are
non-negative real numbers. In particular, the condition (23) is key to showing that truthful reporting is an
equilibrium of the strong maxmin solution constructed in that paper. A subtlety arises in the continuum
model, in that there is no boundary condition at the top. Instead, the analogue of the condition (23)
ensures that transfers remain bounded in the limit as xi goes to infinity, and the transfer given by (22)
converges to limxiÑ8 ξipxi, x�iq.
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Proposition 2. Suppose N � 2. If pΞ1,Ξ2q is a balanced division of Ξ, then ξ given by
(25) satisfies (23) and (24). The corresponding transfers t defined by (22) are participation
secure and have aggregate excess growth Ξ.

The proof of Proposition 2 follows immediately from the definitions: Summing over xi,
the last term in the right-hand side of (25) vanishes, since Ξj is balanced, and the first two
terms obviously cancel each other; thus, ξ defined by (25) satisfies (23). Moreover, using
the assumption that Ξ1pxq � Ξ2pxq � Ξpxq, it is easy to see that ξ1pxq � ξ2pxq � Ξpxq in
(25) as well.

The set of solutions to (23) and (24) given by Proposition 2 is complete in the sense
that if pξ1, ξ2q is any solution of (23) and (24), then pΞ1,Ξ2q � pξ1, ξ2q is clearly a balanced
division, and the correction terms in (25) are all zero.

While it is simple to prove, Proposition 2 yields rich possibilities for constructing par-
ticipation secure transfers with the desired aggregate excess growth. For example, we can
set Ξ1pxq � cΞpxq and Ξ2 � p1 � cqΞpxq, where c P r0, 1s is a constant, which is a bal-
anced division whenever Ξ is balanced. Moreover, if pΞ1,Ξ2q is a balanced division, then
so is pΞ1 � E,Ξ2 � Eq for any balanced function E. If E is skew-symmetric—meaning
Epx1, x2q � �Epx2, x1q—then E will also be balanced; this follows from the fact that ρ is
exchangeable, so the expectation of E over ρ is zero. Simple examples of skew symmetric
functions include any odd function of the difference x1 � x2. In Section 4 we will illustrate
that including a skew-symmetric E in the individual excess growth can lead to a significant
simplification in the functional form of the transfers.

In summary, given pλ�, q�, t�q that is feasible for (4), there will generally be many
transfer rules t such that pλ�, q�, tq is also feasible and has the same value. For example, in
characterizing max-2min transfers in the pure common value model, Brooks and Du (2020)
showed that in addition to the solution given by (25) with Ξi � Ξ{2, there is a distinct
solution with an especially simple form, wherein each bidder simply pays a constant price
per unit, and that price depends just on the sum of the bids. This multiplicity of max-2min
transfer rules, not all of which are of practical interest, presents a challenge to the study of
max-2min mechanisms, and additional properties may be needed to isolate the most useful
transfer rules. Going back to common values, the transfer rule in the proportional auction
is characterized by the property that the aggregate transfer depends only on the aggregate
action.

4 Example: constant-sum values

We now illustrate Theorem 1 with an example. In the common value model of Brooks and
Du (2020), there is common knowledge that the difference in the bidders’ values is zero,
but there is uncertainty about the average value (i.e., the common value). We now consider
what is essentially the opposite case: The average value is known, and all of the uncertainty
is about the difference between the bidders’ values. This is a natural model if the value of
the value of the good is derived from possession of some other complementary good that is
rival, in the sense that can only be possessed by one of the bidders (a government contract,
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say). The bidders may have private information about the likelihood of ending up with the
complementary good ex post.

To focus on a simple case, suppose that N � 2 and the value profiles p1, 0q and p0, 1q
are equally likely. Thus, each bidder’s ex ante expected value is 1{2. Notice that this prior
distribution does not have a full support, so we cannot conclude on the basis of Theorem
1 that the optimal value of the max-2min program (4) asymptotically converges to that of
the min-2max program (3). However, it does hold for nearby models where the probability
of the value profiles p1, 1q and p0, 0q is positive but arbitrarily small. We will prove that
the asymptotic convergence holds when p1, 1q and p0, 0q occur with probability zero by
explicitly constructing min-2max information structures and max-2min mechanisms.

4.1 Min-2max information structures

Since it is possible that bidders have no information about their values, no mechanism can
guarantee more revenue than the ex ante expected value. In particular, for any k, there is
a feasible solution to (3) in which σpx, vq � ρpxq{2 for all px, vq, so that wpxq � 1{2 for all
x, and hence γpxq � ρpxq{2 is feasible, and the value of the solution is 1{2. As a result,

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¤ 1{2 for all k.
Moreover, for any information structure, there is a mechanism that guarantees the seller

expected profit of 1{2: Fix an information structure I � pS, σq and let wipsq be the interim
expectation of bidder i’s value given the signal profile s. Then clearly, w1psq � w2psq � 1,
so there is at least one bidder for whom wipsq ¥ 1{2. Consider the direct mechanism that
allocates the good to whichever bidder has wipsq ¥ 1{2 (breaking ties arbitrarily when
w1psq � w2psq � 1{2), and charges the bidder a price of 1{2 whenever they are allocated
the good. It is straightforward to verify that this mechanism is incentive compatible and
individually rational, and hence can be made participation secure. And since the good is
always allocated, expected revenue is 1{2.

Thus, we conclude that the value of the min-2max program is 1{2 for all S, and no
information is a min-2max information structure.

4.2 Posted prices and discussion mechanisms

As stated above, because this example violates the full support hypothesis, Theorem 1 does
not immediately imply that limkÑ8ΠMAX�2MINpkq � 1{2. Even so, we shall see that there
are participation-secure mechanisms that guarantee the seller profit arbitrarily close to 1{2.
The construction of such mechanisms is a subtle matter, though, as we now explain.

A natural first guess is that the seller can guarantee revenue of 1{2 by simply posting
a price of p � 1{2 � ϵ for ϵ sufficiently small (so as to break ties in favor of purchasing).
Such mechanisms would be approximately optimal at the min-2max information structure.
However, if the seller posts a price of p, there are other information structures and equilibria
in which the probability of not making a sale (and hence not generating revenue) is bounded
away from zero. In particular, suppose that each bidder’s set of signals is Si � t0, 1u, the
signal matches the true value with probability 3{4 and mismatches with probability 1{4,
and the noise is independent conditional on the values. When ϵ is sufficiently small, there
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is an equilibrium of the posted price mechanism with this information structure in which
bidders purchase if and only si � 1. This follows from the fact that conditional on a signal
si � 0 and asking to purchase the good, the posterior probability that vi � 1 is only 1{4,
so that the expected utility from buying the good is

1

4

�
3

4
�

1

4

1

2



p1� pq �

3

4

�
1

4
�

3

4

1

2



p0� pq � �

1

8
�

11

16
ϵ,

which is negative when ϵ   2{11. (In this calculation, we have accounted for the fact that
bidders only win half of the time when they both ask to buy.)

So, posted prices are not max-2min mechanisms. Nonetheless, we can argue heuristically
that there should exist mechanisms that guarantee profit close to 1{2 in all equilibria:
Suppose the seller offers the good at a price of p � 1{2� ϵ. The seller then lets the bidders
“discuss” what they think the good is worth, for as long as they like, until they reach a
consensus about whether or not, say, bidder 1’s interim expected value is greater than the
price. Aumann’s agreement theorem implies that if the bidders have common knowledge
of their beliefs about whether v1 ¡ p, then they must have the same belief. This results
in one of two outcomes: (i) both bidders believe that bidder 1’s interim expected value is
strictly greater than p, in which case bidder 1 will strictly prefer to purchase the good); or
(ii) both bidders believe that bidder 1’s interim expected value is less than p, in which case
they agree that bidder 2’s value must be at least 1� p ¡ p (since the sum of the values is
one), in which case bidder 2 will strictly prefer to purchase. Either way, one of the bidders
strictly prefers to purchase the good, so that the seller earns revenue of p.

This argument is conceptually satisfying but it is not obvious how to translate it into an
actual mechanism. How should the conversation between the bidders be structured? Can
it be implemented with finite mechanisms? How do we make sure the bidders get “close
enough” to common knowledge in every equilibrium? Instead of dealing with these various
issues, we will simply construct feasible solutions for the program (4) that have value close
to 1{2. In fact, we will construct a feasible solution pλ,Ξ, qq for (41) such that the value
is close to 1{2, in which case we know that a solution with the same allocation and value
exists for (4).

4.3 Max-2min mechanism

Let λpvq � 1{2 for all v. Fix a positive number m, and define

qipxq �

$'&'%
1 if xi ¡ xj �m;

0 if xi   xj �m;
xi�xj�m

2m
otherwise

(26)

and

Ξpxq � min
v

v �∇�qpxq � λpvq

� min
i�1,2

∇�
i qpxq � 1{2.
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Note that

∇�
i qpxq �

#
k�1
k

1
2m

if m ¡ xi � xj ¥ �m and xi   k;

0 otherwise.

Hence,

Ξpxq � �1{2�

#
k�1
k

1
2m

if |x1 � x2|   m and maxpx1, x2q   k;

0 otherwise.
(27)

Now, when k is large, x converges in distribution to independent exponential, so x1 � x2

converges to Laplace, and |x1�x2| converges to exponential. Thus, when k is large we have¸
xPXpkq

ρpxqΞpxq � �1{2�
1

2m

» m

y�0

expp�yqdy

� �1{2�
1� expp�mq

2m
.

The limit profit guarantee associated with this mechanism is therefore arbitrarily close to
p1� expp�mqq{2m. Using L’Hôpital’s rule, we find that

lim
mÑ0

1� expp�mq

2m
� lim

mÑ0

expp�mq

2
�

1

2
.

Hence, by first taking k large and then m small, the seller can guarantee profit arbitrarily
close to 1{2. We conclude that the max-2min program has a value of 1{2 in the limit as
k Ñ 8 and as m Ñ 0. In this limit, the good is essentially allocated to whichever bidder
has the highest action.

Note that for finite k, the function Ξ given by (27) is not balanced. But it is straight-
forward to modify the solution by setting C equal to the expectation of Ξ, replacing λ and
Ξ with λ � C and Ξ � C, respectively. Then Ξ � C is balanced, and hence by Lemma 4
and Proposition 1, there exist participation secure transfers t with aggregate excess growth
Ξ� C, so that pλ� C, q, tq is feasible for (4) and has value close to Π� � 1{2.

Finally, we relate the optimal Ξ to the transfers in the max-2min mechanism. As before,
we first take k Ñ 8 and then mÑ 0 in our computation of the transfers using Propositions
1 and 2. In Appendix B.3 we show that the balanced division Ξ1pxq � Ξ2pxq � Ξpxq{2
leads to fairly complicated transfers (equation (41)). However, by adding an odd function
to the division (Ξipxq � Ξpxq{2 � signpxi � xjq{4, where signpzq is the sign of z), we get
the following transfers in the limit:

tipxq �

$'&'%
0 xi   xj;

1{4 xj � xi;

1{2 xi ¡ xj,

when xj ¡ 0, and

tipxq �

#
0 xi � 0;

1{4 xi ¡ 0,
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when xj � 0. Thus, as mÑ 0 the good is allocated to the highest bidder for a posted price
of 1{2!

4.4 Extensions

The example can be easily generalized to the case where the prior µ is supported on value
profiles such that v1 � v2 � 2pv for some constant pv, and the two bidders have the same
ex ante expected value pv. (We do not need to assume that µ is exchangeable.) We can
proceed with the same allocation q as before, λpvq � pv for all v,

Ξpxq � 2pvmin
i�1,2

∇�
i qpxq � pv

¤ min
v

v �∇�qpxq � λpvq

for all x, and multiplying the transfers by a factor of 2pv. Our constructed solution pλ,Ξ, qq
is still feasible for (41), and the mechanism remains max-2min optimal.

More interesting is the generalization to more than two bidders, while maintaining the
hypothesis that Σv � C for every v in the support of µ. In this case, it is straightforward to
extend our characterization of the min-2max program, which has value C{N . The critical
step in showing that this is also the limit value of the max-2min program is to construct
an allocation with the property that¸

xPXpkq

ρpxq min
i�1,...,N

∇�
i qpxq � 1{N.

Simulations indicate that such an allocation does exist for N � 3, and we conjecture that
it exists for N ¡ 3 as well.

4.5 Further examples

In the Online Appendix, we report additional numerical examples. First, we give an ex-
ample with values that are perfectly correlated, but where one bidder’s value is always
larger by a fixed amount. In this case, max-2min mechanisms distort the allocation to-
wards the higher-value bidder, and the lower-value bidder is only allocated the good when
the low-value bidder’s action is relatively low. We also give an example in which values are
independent uniform. In this case, when the good is fully allocated, the allocation seems to
only depend on the difference in the bidders’ actions. The Online Appendix also contains
numerical examples that illustrate the extensions described in the next section.

5 Further results

We now present further theoretical results. First, we state a simple corollary of Theorem
1, which is a “strong minimax theorem” for the zero-sum game between the seller and an
adversary, and we relate our results to the strong maxmin solution concept proposed in
Brooks and Du (2020). We then discuss several ways in which Theorem 1 can be extended
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to cases where there are extra feasibility constraints on the allocation, multiple goods,
and ambiguity about the value distribution. We then discuss the rate of convergence to
the profit guarantee, robustness of the profit guarantee to misspecification of the value
distribution, and other objectives besides profit.

5.1 Strong maxmin solutions and the strong minimax theorem

As mentioned in the introduction, Brooks and Du (2020) characterize analogues of the the
max-2min and min-2max programs in a setting with infinitely many actions and signals
and pure common values. When the action and signal space are infinite, equilibrium
existence is not guaranteed, and care has to be taken that bounds on equilibrium profit in an
information structure or mechanism are not vacuous. To finesse the equilibrium existence
issue, we defined and worked with a new solution concept which we termed a strong maxmin
solution, which is a triple pM, I, bq such that b is an equilibrium of pM, Iq, and relative
to that equilibrium, neither the seller nor the adversary choosing the information structure
can deviate in a way that moves profit in their preferred direction, even if the deviator can
select the equilibrium.

With finite action and signal spaces, an equilibrium always exists, but it may not be
possible to attain the profit guarantee exactly. We now formulate a solution concept that is
appropriate to this setting and analogous to the strong maxmin solution. We then present
an existence result.

A pair pM, Iq is a pΠ, ϵq-strong maxmin solution if

(i) for every I 1 and b1 P BpM, I 1q, ΠpM, I 1, b1q ¥ Π� ϵ;

(ii) for every M1 and b1 P BpM1, Iq, ΠpM1, I, b1q ¤ Π� ϵ.

Thus, M guarantees the seller a profit of at least Π � ϵ in any information structure and
any equilibrium, and I guarantees that the seller’s profit is at most Π�ϵ in any mechanism
and any equilibrium. Note that (i) and (ii) together imply that every equilibrium in pM, Iq
has profit in rΠ� ϵ,Π� ϵs.

An immediate corollary of Theorem 1 is the following:

Theorem 2. Suppose µpvq ¡ 0 for all v P V . Then,

Π� � inf
IPI

sup
MPM

sup
bPBpM,Iq

ΠpM, I, bq � sup
MPM

inf
IPI

inf
bPBpM,Iq

ΠpM, I, bq. (28)

Moreover, there exists a pΠ, ϵq-strong maxmin solution for every ϵ ¡ 0 if and only if Π � Π�.

Proof of Theorem 2. The left-hand side of (28) is equal to the inf over all finite signal
spaces S of ΠMIN�2MAXpSq. By Lemma 1, ΠMIN�2MAXpXpkqq is a decreasing sequence, so
that the left-hand side of (28) is less than or equal to the limit as k goes to infinity of
ΠMIN�2MAXpkq, which by Theorem 1 is Π�. A similar argument shows that the right-hand
side of (28) is at least Π� as well. The theorem then follows from Lemma 1, which implies
that the left-hand side of (28) is greater than the right-hand side.
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Now, for any ϵ ¡ 0, there exists k such that Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¤ Π��ϵ and ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¥
Π� � ϵ. For this k, let I � pXpkq, σq for any σ that is part of an optimal solution to (3)
and let M � pXpkq, q, tq for any pq, tq that are part of an optimal solution to (4). It is
immediate from Theorem 1 that pM, Iq is a pΠ�, ϵq-strong maxmin solution.

Finally, let Π � Π� and suppose that pM, Iq be a pΠ, ϵq-strong maxmin solution for
ϵ   |Π � Π�|. Then either Π � ϵ ¡ Π�, in which case M guarantees profit greater than
Π� in all information structures and equilibria, or Π� ϵ   Π�, in which case I guarantees
profit less than Π� for all mechanisms and equilibria. In the first case, we contradict the

convergence of Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq to Π�, and in the second case, we contradict the convergence
of ΠMAX�2MINpkq to Π�.

Theorem 2 is essentially a “strong minimax theorem” for the zero-sum game in which the
seller chooses the mechanism to maximize profit and information is chosen adversarially to
minimize profit. It is important to note, however, that this is not quite a game, because for
a given pM, Iq, there may be multiple equilibria with different profit levels, and therefore
the standard results on zero-sum games do not apply. In the left-hand side of (28), we
have effectively selected the seller’s preferred equilibrium, and in the right-hand side, we
selected the profit-minimizing equilibrium. The theorem therefore implies that the values of
these programs would coincide regardless of how an equilibrium is selected. Equivalently,
we could consider the collection of zero-sum games that are parametrized by the choice
of equilibrium selection rule (as a function of the mechanism and information structure).
Then any pΠ, ϵq-strong maxmin solution is an ϵ-equilibrium of all of the zero-sum games
with different equilibrium selection rules.

5.2 Extensions

We proved our main results in a benchmark setting where there is a single unit of a good for
sale, and the joint distribution of bidders’ values is known. In fact, our methodology can be
easily extended in a number of directions. Appendix B.1 contains a detailed discussion of
these variations of our model and numerical examples. We here summarize the key points.

Feasibility constraints

The model can be generalized to allow for extra constraints on the allocation. For example,
it could be that bidder 1 demands one unit of the good, but bidder 2 demands only half a
unit. Or it could be that there is a constraint on the share of the good that can be allocated
to a subset of the bidders. The addition of such constraints on the allocation introduces
new variables in (3), which are multipliers on the extra feasibility constraints, and the extra
constraints themselves appear in (4). But these new variables and constraints have very
little impact on the rest of our argument: showing the asymptotic equivalence of (3) and
(4) reduces to showing that the difference between updward and downward constraints is
small when k is large. This step goes through largely as before, as long as the feasibility
constraints are downward closed, in the sense that if q is feasibility and q1 ¤ q, then q1 is
also feasible.
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Multiple goods

We can allow for multiple goods to be auctioned simultaneously, where each bidder demands
a single unit of each good and values are additive. The problem of auctioning the goods
is linked through the information structure, which now consists of sets of signals and a
joint distribution over bidders’ signals and bidders’ values for all goods. We can proceed
as before, fixing an arbitrary order on signals, taking the local relaxations of the min-2max
and max-2min programs, and fixing multipliers on local incentive constraints, to arrive
at generalizations of the restricted programs (3) and (4). In Appendix B.1, we explain
why the inequality (20) will hold for separately for each good, which is the key to proving
convergence.

An interesting special case is when the distribution of values is exchangeable across
goods, meaning that if the two value profiles v and v1 are related by permuting bidder i’s
values for the different goods, then the value profiles are equally likely. In this case, it is
without loss to restrict attention to mechanisms in which the seller only offers the grand
bundle, and to information structures in which bidders only receive information about the
value of the grand bundle. The reason is as follows. Clearly, if we restrict the seller to
only offering the grand bundle in the max-2min program, then it is without loss to consider
information structures that only give information about the value of the grand bundle. In
the other direction, suppose the value distribution is exchangeable across goods and the
information structure is only directly informative about the value of the grand bundle.
Under such information, and supposing that the value distribution is exchangeable across
goods, the bidders will have the same interim expected value for each good, so it is without
loss to restrict the seller to mechanisms that in which the allocation is the same for all
goods, i.e., the seller only offers the grand bundle.

In independent and concurrent work, Deb and Roesler (2021) studied the design of
informationally robust optimal auctions in the special case of a single bidder. They also
conclude that when values are exchangeable across goods, there is a max-2min mechanism in
which the seller only offers the grand bundle. In the Online Appendix, we give numerical
examples in which the exchangeability hypothesis fails, and max-2min mechanisms offer
more than just the grand bundle.

Ambiguous value distribution

In our baseline model, we assumed that the seller knows the joint distribution of the bidders’
values. Of course, given that the seller already has a concern for robustness with respect
to information and equilibrium, they might naturally also be concerned about robustness
with respect to the distribution of values. In Section 5.4, we will argue that the profit
guarantee of max-2min mechanisms is robust to misspecification of the value distribution.
But another way to proceed is to build that concern for robustness directly into the model,
for example, by fixing only the marginal distribution of each bidder’s value, and taking a
worst-case over joint distributions of bidders’ values.20 In the program (3), this is equivalent

20Carroll (2017) studies a robust multiple-good monopoly problem where the designer knows marginal
distributions but takes a worst case over the joint distribution. In contrast, we model the sale of a single
unit to multiple bidders, where there is ambiguity about the joint distribution of bidders’ values. Moreover,
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to replacing the marginal constraint in the definition of an information structure with the
new constraints ¸

s,v�i

σps, vi, v�iq � µipviq @i, vi,

where µi is the prior distribution of bidder i’s value. In (4), this is equivalent to imposing
the functional form restriction that λpvq �

°
i λipviq for some functions λi : Vi Ñ R. This

additive-separability condition does not interact with our convergence argument, although
now the full-support assumption is that µipviq ¡ 0 for all i and vi.

In Brooks and Du (2021), we study a version of this model with binary values V � t0, vu.
This is equivalent to assuming that we know only the average value of each bidder and an
upper bound on each bidder’s value. In that paper, we show that when the bidders have
the same expected value, the worst-case correlation structure is one in which values are
perfectly correlated. In other words, the model reduces to one of pure common values,
previously studied by Brooks and Du (2020). In particular, the proportional auctions,
which were found to be max-2min optimal when values are common, remain max-2min
optimal even when the correlation structure is unknown. When bidders have different
means, the max-2min allocation has the form of a weighted proportional rule.

Alternatively, one could eliminate marginal constraints altogether, and represent the
seller’s ambiguity about the value distribution using variational preferences as in Hansen
and Sargent (2001) and Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini (2006). In particular, we
could fix a function λ : V Ñ R, and add a penalty to the seller’s payoff, which is the
expectation of λ under σ. In Appendix B.1, we explain how our main results extend with
this model of preferences.

This list of extensions is not meant to be exhaustive. We suspect that our methods
can be further generalized, such as to environments with different objectives or richer
preferences for bidders. This is an important direction for future work.

5.3 Rate of convergence

Our next result characterizes the rate of convergence of the profit bounds to Π�:

Proposition 3. Suppose that µpvq ¡ 0 for all v P V . For all k ¥ 1,���ΠMIN�2MAX
pkq � ΠMAX�2MINpkq

��� ¤ v

k
� op1{kq.

Hence, ΠMAX�2MINpkq and Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq converge to Π� at a rate of 1{k.

Proof of Proposition 3. Theorem 1 shows that Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpkq. The proof
of Lemma 6 shows that

ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¥
k � 1

k � C
Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq �

�
1�

1

k


k2�1�
k � 1

k � C
k � k � 1



Nv.

Carroll (2017) assumes that the agent knows their ex post values, and just varies the correlation structure,
whereas our model incorporates ambiguity about bidders’ information about their own values.
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(a) Pure common values (b) Independent values

Figure 1: Rate of convergence.

for a constant C. Hence,

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq � ΠMAX�2MINpkq ¤
1� C

k � C
Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq �

�
1�

1

k


k2�1�
k � 1

k � C
k � k � 1



Nv.

Since Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¤ v, this immediately gives the first result. The second result follows

immediately from the fact that Π� P rΠMAX�2MINpkq,Π
MIN�2MAX

pkqs for all k.

We illustrate this rate of convergence with two examples, depicted in Figure 1. Both
examples are for N � 2 and values in a grid V � t0, 0.1, . . . , 1u. In the left panel, bidders
have a pure common value that is uniform t0, 0.1, . . . , 1u, i.e., µ is concentrated on the
diagonal. In the right-hand panel, values are independent uniform on V . In each case, the

blue and red lines are Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq and ΠMAX�2MINpkq, respectively. Note that only the
independent example satisfies the full-support hypothesis of Proposition 3. Nonetheless,

in both cases the green line is Π
MIN�2MAX

pkqpk � 1q{k and is always below the red line,
consistent with the theoretical rate of convergence.

We note that if pγ�, σ�, w�q is a solution to (3), then Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq is only an upper
bound on maximum profit of the information structure pXpkq, σ�q across all mechanisms
and equilibria, which is in turn only an upper bound on the value of (1). It is logically
possible that both optimal profit in solutions to (3) and ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq converge to Π� at
a faster rate. A corresponding statement applies to solutions to (4) and ΠMAX�2MINpXpkqq.

5.4 Robustness to fundamentals

An important feature of the approximate max-2min mechanisms, in addition to their opti-
mal worst-case performance, is that we can bound their performance even when the value
distribution for which they were derived is misspecified.

To develop this result, we need the following lemma, which asserts that any feasible
solution to the programs (3) or (4) has a corresponding bound on equilibrium expected
profit.
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Lemma 7. Fix k ¥ 1. Suppose pγ, σ, wq is a feasible solution to (3), and let I � pXpkq, σq.
Then

sup
M1PM

sup
bPBpM1,Iq

ΠpM1, I, βq ¤
¸

xPXpkq

γpxq.

Suppose pλ, q, tq is a feasible solution to (4), and let M � pXpkq, q, tq. Then

inf
I1PI

inf
bPBpM,I1q

ΠpM, I 1, βq ¥
¸
vPV

λpvqµpvq.

Proof of Lemma 7. This is an immediate implication of the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3. In
particular, the program (3) is obtained by taking the dual of the inner maximization over
mechanisms and equilibria from (1), so that any feasible solution to that dual provides an
upper bound on the value of the primal, meaning that it provides an upper bound on profit
under any mechanism and equilibrium. Similarly, we obtained (4) by taking the dual of the
inner minimization program, and any feasible solution to the dual provides a lower bound
on profit in the primal program.

We can now formalize the bounds for a misspecified prior, which generalizes Proposition 7
of Brooks and Du (2020):

Proposition 4. Suppose that pλ, q, tq is a feasible solution to (4), and extend the domain
of λ to all of RN

� according to

λpvq � min
xPXpkq

�
Σtpxq � v �∇�qpxq �∇� � tpxq

�
Then for all µ1 P ∆pRN

� q with finite support, revenue in any information structure and
equilibrium is at least ¸

vPRN
�

λpvqµ1pvq. (29)

In particular, the bound (29) holds for an optimal solution pλ�, q�, t�q.

Proof of Proposition 4. Suppose that the prior is µ1. Then clearly pλ, q, tq is a feasible
solution for the program (4), where we replace µ with µ1. From Lemma 7, we conclude
that (29) is a lower bound on equilibrium profit.

5.5 Other objectives

The focus of our analysis until this point has been expected profit. One may ask: Does our
model have interesting implications for other welfare objectives, in particular total surplus?
As the following proposition shows, the answer to this particular question is essentially no.
Given a mechanism M � pA, q, tq, information structure I � pS, σq, and strategy profile b,
let

TSpM, I, bq �
¸
sPS

¸
vPV

¸
aPA

viqipaqbpa|sqσps, vq
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denote the resulting expected total surplus. Let

TS � max
i�1,...,N

¸
vPV

viµpvq

denote the highest ex ante expected value among the bidders.

Proposition 5.

sup
MPM

inf
IPI

inf
bPBNEpM,Iq

TSpM, I, bq � inf
IPI

sup
MPM

sup
bPBNEpM,Iq

TSpM, I, bq � TS.

Proof of Proposition 5. Let i be the index of a bidder with the highest ex ante expected
value. Then clearly a feasible mechanism is qipaq � 1 and qjpaq � 0 for all a and j � i,
and tjpaq � 0 for all a and j. This mechanism is guaranteed to generate TS regardless
of the information structure and equilibrium. On the other hand, under the degenerate
information structure in which each bidder has a single signal, then total surplus in any
mechanism and equilibrium must be less than TS.

Thus, in order to obtain non-degenerate results for social welfare, one either needs to
modify the objective (such as by using min-max regret) or by imposing restrictions on the
set of information structures so that the domain of minimization does not include a least
informative information structure.

6 Conclusion

This paper has developed new tools for informationally robust optimal auction design.
The focus of our inquiry has been the min-2max and max-2min programs, which provide
complementary characterizations of the profit that a seller can guarantee uniformly across
all models of bidders’ information. Our results show that these programs have the same
value, so that a seller can guarantee themselves the same level of profit, regardless of
whether the mechanism can directly condition on the information structure and regardless
of which equilibrium is selected. Moreover, it is without loss to restrict attention to solutions
that are characterized by binding local constraints, in which case the max-2min and min-
2max programs become linear optimization problems. Our results facilitate both numerical
computation and analytical characterization of approximate max-2min mechanisms and
min-2max information structures. We now discuss a number of promising directions for
future research.

� The arguments employed in this paper are non-constructive. Beyond a handful of
cases which have been solved, relatively little is known about the detailed form of max-
2min mechanisms and min-2max information structures. A more complete analysis
in special cases could lead to the discovery of novel auction formats that are of
independent interest, such as the proportional auction.

� For analytical simplicity, we have restricted attention to finite mechanisms and infor-
mation structures, and in simulations, the profit guarantee is only obtained asymp-
totically. In contrast, Brooks and Du (2020) work with mechanisms and information
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structures for which actions and signals are continuous. Can the results of this pa-
per be reformulated in a continuous model, so that the profit guarantee is attained
exactly? Can our approximate duality result be strengthened to exact duality? Can
our existence result for approximate strong maxmin solutions be strengthened to
existence of strong maxmin solutions, in the sense of Brooks and Du (2020)?

� We have described several straightforward extensions. Can our approach be extended
further, for example, to environments with more complicated feasibility constraints
and/or richer preferences over allocations? Can the results be generalized in a non-
trivial manner to other objectives besides profit maximization?

� Perhaps most importantly, our theory places no restrictions on bidders’ informa-
tion, beyond the common prior assumption and the known marginal distribution of
bidders’ values. While the present model does address robustness to model misspec-
ification, the bounds obtained with with no restrictions on information may be too
conservative. We predict that this theory will become more useful as it incorporates
more flexible restrictions on bidders’ information that allow us to explore the middle
ground between this theory and the standard model.

We conclude with a discussion of possible interpretations of our results. Our charac-
terization of the max-2min program can be understood literally as predicting the choices
of a seller who evaluates each mechanism by its worst-case profit across all information
structures and equilibria. We do not believe that real-world auction designers have such
extreme preferences. At the same time, we suspect that designers in a practical setting
may be unable or unwilling to commit to a single model of information and a single equi-
librium as the correct description of behavior, as required by the classical Bayesian auction
design paradigm. Our view is that the truth is somewhere in between: Designers may know
some features of bidders’ information without being able to give a complete description.
Of course, ambiguity about bidders’ information may be accompanied by distinct concerns
about the complexity of the mechanism and/or the accuracy of the equilibrium prediction.
It is beyond our present abilities to incorporate all such concerns into the theory of optimal
auctions. We can, however, ask what mechanisms are robust to ambiguity about bidders’
information in an extreme sense, provided we are still willing to accept the common prior
and Bayes Nash equilibrium as an as-if description of behavior. Our results show that the
seller need not have the bidders explicitly communicate their higher-order beliefs in order
to attain the optimal profit guarantee.

In our view, the greatest promise of this approach is that it may lead to the discov-
ery of new auction designs, such as the proportional auction, that are compelling both
for their optimal worst-case performance as well as for their simplicity.21 The worst-case
performance of a mechanism is, in a sense, a measure of how “safe” it is. To be sure, it is
just one of many criteria that might be considered in applied auction design. For exam-
ple, one may also weigh how the auction performs on particular, benchmark information

21The worst-case analysis naturally leads to a great deal of structure on information and mechanisms,
which we view as being relatively “simple,” at least compared to the benchmark of full surplus extraction
mechanisms in correlated type spaces (Crémer and McLean, 1988; McAfee et al., 1989): As we show, there
always exist approximate min-2max information structures with independent signals.
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structures, such as affiliated values. Importantly, there need not be conflict between these
criteria: when values are common and the number of bidders is large, the profit guarantee
is approximately the entire surplus, so that max-2min mechanisms are near optimal in
all information structures (Du, 2018; Brooks and Du, 2020). This will not always be the
case, however, and an important task for future work is to evaluate max-2min auctions on
particular information structures and under different solution concepts. Such analyses will
lead to a more balanced view of the merits and demerits of the max-2min auctions, and
the tradeoff between informational robustness and Bayesian optimality.
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A Omitted proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Fix an ϵ ¡ 0, let M P MpAq be a mechanism such that the infi-
mum profit across information structures and equilibria is at least ΠMAX�2MINpAq � ϵ. Let
I P IpSq be an information structure such that the supremum profit across mechanisms
and equilibria is at most ΠMIN�2MAXpSq � ϵ. Thus, for any equilibrium b P BpM, Iq,
ΠMIN�2MAXpSq� ϵ ¥ ΠpM, I, bq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpAq� ϵ, thus showing that ΠMIN�2MAXpSq ¥
ΠMAX�2MINpAq�2ϵ. Since ϵ is arbitrary, we conclude that ΠMIN�2MAXpSq ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpAq.

We now prove the second part. For ϵ ¡ 0, let M � pA, q, tq be a mechanism such that
infimum profit across information structures and equilibria is at least ΠMAX�2MINpAq � ϵ.
Since |A1

i| ¡ |Ai|, there exists an onto mapping fi : A
1
i Ñ Ai for each i. Let f : A1 Ñ A

be the product mapping. We define q1pa1q � qpfpa1qq and t1pa1q � tpfpa1qq, and let M1 �
pA1, q1, t1q. It is clear that for every I and Π, there is an equilibrium of pM, Iq with profit
Π if and only if there is an equilibrium of pM1, Iq with profit Π: For given the former, we
can construct a profit-equivalent equilibrium of the latter by selecting a single action in
f�1
i paiq to be played instead of ai, and given the latter, we can construct a profit equivalent
equilibrium in which the action fipa

1
iq is played instead of a1i. Thus, ΠMAX�2MINpA1q ¥

ΠMAX�2MINpAq�ϵ, and since ϵ is arbitrary, we have ΠMAX�2MINpA1q ¥ ΠMAX�2MINpAq. The
proof for ΠMIN�2MAX is analogous and is omitted.

We now develop the proof of Lemma 6. Let pλ�,Ξ�, q�q be an optimal solution of (3-D).
Without loss of optimality, we can assume that¸

vPV

µpvqλ�pvq � Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq

and ¸
xPXpkq

ρpxqΞ�pxq � 0.

Lemma 8. Suppose µpvq ¡ 0 for all v P V . Then |λ�pvq| ¤ maxv1PV
v

µpv1q
for all v P V and

all k.

Proof of Lemma 8. We first show that for all k and v P V , λ�pvq ¤ v. For the sake of
contradiction, suppose not, i.e., there exist some k and v1 such that λ�pv1q ¡ v. Consider
the dual of (3-D) where we fix λ�:

min
γ:XpkqÑR�, σ:Xpkq�VÑR�

¸
xPXpkq

γpxq �
¸

vPV,xPXpkq

λ�pvqpσpv, xq � µpvqq

s.t. γpxq ¥

$'&'%
°

vPV vikrσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs if xi   k � 1{k,°
vPV virkσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs if xi � k � 1{k,°
vPV viσpx, vq if xi � k,

@i, x;¸
vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq @x,

(30)
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Let σpx, vq � ρpxqδv1pvq and γpxq � ρpxqmaxi v
1
i. It is easy to check that pσ, γq is

feasible for the above program and obtains an objective strictly less than maxi v
1
i � v �

Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq   Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq. This is an contradiction since the optimal value of (30)

is Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq.

Since λ�pvq ¤ v and
°

v µpvqλ
�pvq � Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq, we must have λ�pvq ¥ pΠ

MIN�2MAX
pkq�

vq{µpvq ¥ �v{µpvq.

Next, consider the modification of program (3-D) where we hold the optimal λ� fixed
and impose an additional constraint on q that depends on a parameter ϵpkq ¥ 0:

max
Ξ:XpkqÑR, q:XpkqÑRN

�

¸
xPXpkq

ρpxqΞpxq �
¸
vPV

µpvqλ�pvq

s.t. Ξpxq � λ�pvq ¤ v �∇�qpxq @v, x;

∇�
i qpxq �

$'&'%
kqipxq if xi � 0;

kpqipxq � qipxi � 1{k, x�iqq if 0   xi   k;

qipxq � qipxi � 1{k, x�iq if xi � k,

@i, x;

Ņ

i�1

qipxq ¤ 1 @x;

qipxi � 1{k, x�iq � qipxq ¤ ϵpkq @i, x such that 0   xi   k.

(31)

The dual of (31) is:

min
γ:XpkqÑR�, σ:Xpkq�VÑR�,

ζ:XpkqÑRN
�

¸
x

γpxq �
¸
v,x

λ�pvqpσpv, xq � µpvqq �
¸
i,x

ζipxqϵpkq

s.t. γpxq ¥

$''''''&''''''%

°
vPV vikrσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs

�ζipxq � ζipxi � 1{k, x�iq if xi   k � 1{k;°
vPV virkσpx, vq � σpxi � 1{k, x�i, vqs

�ζipxq if xi � k � 1{k;°
vPV viσpx, vq if xi � k,

@i, x;

ζip0, x�iq � 0 @i, x�i;¸
vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq @x,

(32)

where ζipxq is the multiplier on the constraint qipxi � 1{k, x�iq � qipxq ¤ ϵpkq.

Lemma 9. Suppose ϵpkq ¡ C
k
where C is any constant bigger than 2v{µpvq

v2i�v1i
for all i, v P V ,

and v1i, v
2
i P Vi such that v1i � v2i . Let pγ�, σ�, ζ�q be an optimal solution to (32). Let

vi � maxVi and vi � minVi. Suppose that µpvq ¡ 0 for all v P V . Then ζ�i pxq � 0 for all
i and x P Xpkq.
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Proof of Lemma 9. For the sake of contradiction, let x be a signal profile with the lowest
Σx such that ζ�i pxq ¡ 0 for some i. Notice that by construction, 0   xi   k. Let w�pxq be
the interim expected values at x under σ�:

w�pxq �
1

ρpxq

¸
vPV

v σ�px, vq.

Case 1: w�
i pxq   vi.

In this case, there must exist a v such that vi   vi and σ�px, vq ¡ 0. Fix such a v, and
define

σpx1, v1q �

$'&'%
p1� τqσ�px1, vq if x1 � x, v1 � v;

τσ�px1, vq � σ�px1, v1q if x1 � x, v1 � pvi, v�iq;

σ�px1, v1q otherwise.

Choose τ ¡ 0 such that

0  
¸
v1PV

v1iσpx, v
1qk �

¸
v1PV

v1iσ
�px, v1qk � pvi � viqτσ

�px, vqk ¤ ζ�i pxq.

Set

ζ ipx
1q �

#
ζ�i pxq � pvi � viqτσ

�px, vqk if x1 � x;

ζ�i px
1q otherwise,

γpx1q � γ�px1q.

By construction, pγ, σ, ζq is feasible for (32). Notice that¸
v1PV

λ�pv1qσpx, v1q �
¸
v1PV

λ�pv1qσ�px, v1q � pλ�pvi, v�iq � λ�pvqqτσ�px, vq.

Therefore, the difference between the objectives of pγ�, σ�, ζ�q and pγ, σ, ζq in (32) is:�¸
x1

γ�px1q �
¸
v1,x1

λ�pv1qσ�pv1, x1q �
¸
i,x1

ζ�i px
1qϵpkq

�
�

�¸
x1

γpx1q �
¸
v1,x1

λ�pv1qσpv1, x1q �
¸
i,x1

ζ ipx
1qϵpkq

�
�ϵpkqpvi � viqτσ

�px, vqk � pλ�pvi, v�iq � λ�pvqqτσ�px, vq ¡ 0,

since ϵpkqk ¡ pλ�pvi, v�iq � λ�pvqq{pvi � viq by Lemma 8. This is a contradiction.

Case 2: w�
i pxq � vi and w�

i pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¡ vi.
In this case, there must exist a v such that vi ¡ vi and σ�pxi � 1{k, x�i, vq ¡ 0. Fix

such a v, and define

σpx1, v1q �

$'&'%
p1� τqσ�px1, vq if x1 � pxi � 1{k, x�iq, v

1 � v;

τσ�px1, vq � σ�px1, v1q if x1 � pxi � 1{k, x�iq, v
1 � pvi, v�iq;

σ�px1, v1q otherwise.
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Choose τ ¡ 0 such that

0  
¸
v1PV

v1iσ
�pxi�1{k, x�i, v

1qk�
¸
v1PV

v1iσpxi�1{k, x�i, v
1qk � pvi�viqτσ

�pxi�1{k, x�i, vqk ¤ ζ�i pxq.

Set

ζ ipx
1q �

#
ζ�i pxq � pvi � viqτσ

�pxi � 1{k, x�i, vqk if x1 � x;

ζ�i px
1q otherwise,

γpx1q � γ�px1q.

As in Case 1, pγ, σ, ζq is feasible for (32) and has a strictly lower objective than pγ�, σ�, w�, ζ�q,
a contradiction.

Case 3: w�
i pxq � vi and w�

i pxi � 1{k, x�iq � vi.
The virtual value at pxi � 1{k, x�iq is vi � pk � 1qpvi � viq   0 when k is sufficiently

large. Since γ�pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¥ 0 and ζ�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq � 0, we must have

γ�pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¡
¸
v1PV

v1ikrσ
�pxi � 1{k, x�i, v

1q � σ�px, v1qs � ζ�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq � ζ�i pxq,

so we can decrease ζ�i pxq to lower strictly the objective of pγ�, σ�, ζ�q, a contradiction.

Lemma 10. Suppose µpvq ¡ 0 for every v P V . Let ϵpkq ¡ C
k
where C is any constant

bigger than 2v{µpvq
v2i�v1i

for all i, v P V , and v1i, v
2
i P Vi such that v1i � v2i . Then there exists an

optimal solution pλ�,Ξ�, q�q of (3-D) that satisfies

q�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¤ q�i pxq � ϵpkq (33)

for every i and every x such that 0   xi   k.

Proof of Lemma 10. Lemma 9 implies that program (31) has the same value even if we
drop the constraints (33). This implies the result.

Proof of Lemma 6. Let ϵpkq � C�ϵ
k

where C is given in the statement of Lemma 10 and
ϵ ¡ 0 is arbitrary. By Lemma 10, let pλ�,Ξ�, q�q be an optimal solution of (3-D) that
satisfies q�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¤ q�i pxq � ϵpkq for every i and every x such that 0   xi   k.

Define

q1ipxq �

#
q�i pxi�1{k,x�iq

1�Nϵpkq
if 0   xi   k;

0 if xi � 0 or xi � k;

λ1pvq �
k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
λ�pvq @v P V ;

Ξ1pxq �

#
k�1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
Ξ�pxq if x R BXpkq;

�pk � 1qNv �maxvPV λ1pvq if x P BXpkq,

(34)

where BXpkq � tx P Xpkq | xi ¥ k � 1{k for some iu.
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We claim that pλ1,Ξ1, q1q is feasible for the program (41): First, the constraint (41a) holds
for x P BXpkq because

Ξ1pxq � �pk � 1qNv �max
vPV

λ1pvq ¤ v �∇�q1pxq � λ1pvq

for all v; (41a) also holds for x R BXpkq because ∇�q1pxq � k�1
kp1�Nϵpkqq

∇�q�pxq, Ξ1pxq �
k�1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
Ξ�pxq, λ1pvq � k�1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
λ�pvq, and Ξ�pxq � λ�pvq ¤ v �∇�q�pxq. Also, the feasi-

bility constraint (41b) is satisfied, as

Ņ

i�1

q1ipxq �
Ņ

i�1

q�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq

1�Nϵpkq
I0 xi k ¤

Ņ

i�1

q�i pxq � ϵpkq

1�Nϵpkq
¤ 1.

Finally, the difference in objectives of (3-D) under pλ�,Ξ�, q�q (which is equal to Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq)
and of (41) under pλ1,Ξ1, q1q is¸

xPXpkq

ρpxqpΞ�pxq � Ξ1pxqq �
¸
vPV

µpvqpλ�pvq � λ1pvqq

�
¸

xPXpkq

ρpxq

�
1�

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq



Ξ�pxq �

¸
xPBXpkq

ρpxq

�
k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
Ξ�pxq � Ξ1pxq



�
¸
vPV

µpvq

�
1�

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq



λ�pvq

�

�
1�

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq



Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq

�
¸

xPBXpkq

ρpxq

�
k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
Ξ�pxq � pk � 1qNv �max

vPV

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
λ�pvq



¤

�
1�

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq



Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq �Np1� 1{kqk

2�1

�
k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
kNv � pk � 1qNv



,

where in the last line we use the fact that ρpBXpkqq ¤ Np1� 1{kqk
2�1 and Ξ�pxq�λ�pvq ¤

v � ∇�q�pxq ¤ kNv. The last line of the display equation vanishes as k Ñ 8 because

ϵpkq Ñ 0 and Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq ¤ v for all k (since σpx, vq � ρpxqµpvq is feasible for the
program (3)). This implies the result, since ΠMAX�2MINpkq is equal to the value of the
program (41), which is weakly larger than the objective obtained by pλ1,Ξ1, q1q.
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B Online Appendix

B.1 More Examples and Extensions

B.1.1 Perfectly correlated values

We now present an example with N � 2 and v1 � v2 � c for a constant c, i.e., values are
perfectly positively correlated. Bidder 2’s value v2 is uniformly distributed on an evenly
spaced grid of 10 values between 0 and 1.

Note that this example does not satisfy the full-support hypothesis, so that the asymp-
totic equivalence of (1) and (2) is not implied by Theorem 1. When values are pure common
(c � 0), however, the equivalence of these programs is a result of the constructive argument
in Theorems 3 and 4 of Brooks and Du (2020). And the first part of Theorem 1, that the
local relaxations provide profit guarantees, does not depend on µ having full support. In
fact, we conjecture that Theorem 1 remain true in their entirety even without full support.

We now proceed with the discussion of simulations. In the case of pure common value
(c � 0), Brooks and Du (2020) presented max-2min mechanisms and min-2max information
structures in the limit when the action/signal space is all of R�. The mechanism has
the form of a “proportional auction,” in which the aggregate allocation and aggregate
transfer only depend on the aggregate action, and individual allocations and transfers are
proportional to actions. For this example, the aggregate allocation has the form QpΣxq �
mint1, αΣxu for a constant α. Thus, each bidder i’s allocation on the low rationing region
is a simple linear function of their action: qipxq � αxi. (This appears to be a general feature
of aggregate allocations for mechanisms in which the good is rationed for low aggregate
actions.)

The first row of Figure 2 shows the approximate max-2min mechanism as computed by
solving (4) with k � 7 (so that each bidder has 50 actions). This mechanism guarantees
profit of at least 0.2564, or 51% of the expected value. The proportional auction (for which
the message space is all of R�) is depicted in the second row for comparison. The approx-
imate max-2min allocation bears a close resemblance to the proportional rule, including
in the behavior of the aggregate allocation. Indeed, the solution in Brooks and Du (2020)
was in part motivated by looking at simulations of this form. The approximate max-2min
transfer does not suggest the proportional form. As we will discuss in Section 5, even hold-
ing fixed a particular max-2min allocation, there may be many transfer rules which could
complete a max-2min mechanism. Numerical simulations of (4) need not produce the most
interesting or tractable solution. As a result, for our subsequent examples, we will focus
on max-2min allocations, and revisit the question of max-2min transfers in Section 5.

The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the approximate min-2max information produced
by (3). Profit in this information structure is at most 0.2856, so that the gap between

ΠMAX�2MINpkq and Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq is approximately 5.8% of the expected value. Inter-
estingly, the simulated min-2max information very nearly coincides with the theoretical
solution with a continuum of signals: The interim expected value w1pxq � w2pxq to be
an increasing function of the aggregate signal. There is a cutoff, below which the interim
expected value grows exponentially, and above which the interim expected value is equal
to the ex post value. This structure gives rise to the discontinuities in the value function,
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocation (b) Limit max-2min allocation

(c) Approximate min-2max information

Figure 2: Max-2min allocations and min-2max information with pure common values.
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocations

(b) Approximate min-2max interim value

Figure 3: Approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information with perfectly
correlated asymmetric values (c � 0.1).

evident in Figure 2, which occur when the interim expected value jumps up to the next
higher value in the grid with increments of 0.1.

Our next simulation has c � 0.1, so that there is common knowledge that bidder 1’s
value is higher than bidder 2’s.22 In this case, it is socially efficient to always allocate
the good to buyer 1. In contrast, the max-2min mechanism takes into account the cost of
incentivizing truthtelling, and sometimes allocates to bidder 2 so as to reduce information
rents. The simulated allocation is depicted in the top row of Figure 3. Together with
the transfer that solves (4), this mechanism guarantees profit at least 0.2977, while the

22Note that this model does not have pure common values and is not characterized by Brooks and Du
(2020).
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocation (b) Approximate min-2max interim value

Figure 4: Approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information for independent
values.

efficient surplus (if the good is always allocated to bidder 1) is now 0.6.23 Remarkably, it
appears that for signals in which the aggregate allocation is 1, the allocation only depends
on bidder 1’s signal. The approximate min-2max information structure has independent
censored geometric signals, with the interim value function for v2 depicted in the bottom
row of Figure 3. (Bidder 1’s interim expected value is simply w1pxq � w2pxq � 0.1.) Profit
on this information structure is at most 0.2856. Thus, while this example does not satisfy
the full support assumption, we see that the upper and lower bounds on profit are quite
close. Note that bidder 1’s allocation hits 1, and bidder 2’s allocation hits 0, precisely on
the region where the interim expected value maxes out, i.e., w1 � 1.1 and w2 � 1.

As c increases, the region where the allocation is interior shrinks. When c is sufficiently
large, the optimal mechanism always allocates the good to bidder 1 at a price of 1.

B.1.2 Independent values

Our next example involves two bidders whose values are independently distributed on the
same ten-point grid in r0, 1s. The simulated allocation and interim values for bidder 1 are
depicted in Figure 4. The corresponding objects for bidder 2 are symmetric.

The allocation that solves (4) is in the left panel. The expected highest value in this
discrete example is 0.683, and the approximate max-2min mechanism guarantees profit of at
least 0.2826, or approximately 41% of the efficient surplus.24 We again see a region where
the aggregate action is below a cutoff on which the good is rationed, and each bidder’s

23Note that the profit guarantee rises by much less than the increase in the efficient surplus, because
in order to realize that gain, it would be necessary to allocate the good to bidder 1, which in turn would
necessitate granting bidder 1 a large information rent.

24Thus, while the profit guarantee is higher than with perfectly correlated values, it does not rise nearly
as much as the expected value. The reason, of course, is that the bidders can obtain higher information
rents when their values are independent.
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allocation is linear in their action. A striking result is that on the high region where the
good is always allocated, it appears that the allocation only depends on the difference in
the bidders’ signals, with a bidder’s allocation being increasing in their action.

The interim expected value is on the right panel. Maximum profit on this information
structure is at most 0.3170. While bidders’ ex post values are independent, their interim
expectations are highly correlated, with both bidders’ interim expected values being higher
when the absolute difference in their signals is large. Bidder i’s interim value is highest
when xi � xj is above a threshold. The set of signals where bidder i’s interim value is
maximized roughly corresponds to the set of actions where their allocation hits 1.

B.1.3 Constraints on the allocation

The proof of Theorems 2 and 1 can be extended to a variety of auction design problems
which are not formally subsumed in the model of Section 2. We now describe three such
variations: Constraints on the allocation, multiple goods, and ambiguity about the value
distribution.

Even if bidders have the same per-unit value for the good, they may demand different
quantities. For example, if the auction is an IPO, then different bidders may have different
capacities for the risk associated with owning equity in the firm. These different risk
capacities may be related to public information about the bidders, such as the sizes of their
portfolios.

Let us suppose that it is public information that bidder i demands at most κi units of
the good. A mechanism must now satisfy the additional restrictions qipxq ¤ κi for all i.

We claim that Theorems 1 and 2 can be generalized to models with such asymmetric
demands, as we now explain. The program (3) is modified to the following:

min
γ:XpkqÑR�,ηi:XpkqÑR�,σ:Xpkq�VÑR�,w:XpkqÑRN

�

¸
xPXpkq

�
γpxq �

¸
i

κiηipxq

�
s.t. γpxq � ηipxq ¥ ρpxq

�
wipxq �∇�

i wpxq
�
@x;¸

vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq @x;¸
xPXpkq

σpx, vq � µpvq @v

wpxq �
1

ρpxq

¸
vPV

vσpx, vq @x.

(35)

while (4) becomes

max
q:XpkqÑA,t:XpkqÑRN ,λ:VÑR

¸
vPV

µpvqλpvq

s.t. λpvq ¤ Σtpxq � v �∇�qpxq �∇� � tpxq @pv, xq;

Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x;

qipxq ¤ κi @i, x;

tip0, x�iq � 0 @i, x�i.
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocations

(b) Approximate min-2max interim value

Figure 5: Approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information with pure com-
mon values but bidder 1 demands only 0.5 units.

The proof that these programs bound (1) and (2) follows closely the proofs of Lemmas 2
and 3, with the additional demand constraints. The variables ηi in (35) are the multipliers
on the demand constraints in the inner minimization program of (1) and are introduced
when we take a dual as in the proof of Lemma 2. The proof of Lemma 3 is essentially
unchanged.

In addition, the arguments for bounded λ in Lemma 10 and the shifting argument of
Lemma 6 proceed essentially as before. A subtle feature of the proof of Lemma 10 is that in
the perturbation which “drives out” the multipliers on the constraints (33), we change the
value distribution but do not change γ. When we add demand constraints, the perturbation
proceeds as before, and now both γ and ηi are unchanged. For Lemma 6, a key step is the
transformation of an optimal solution pλ�,Ξ�, q�q to (3-D) into a feasible solution pq, λ,Ξq
for the dual of (4), defined in (34) which has approximately the same value. Critically, we
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have defined q to be either 0 or so that

qipxq ¤ q�i pxi � 1{k, x�iq ¤ κi,

so that q also satisfies individual demand constraints. The rest of the proof goes through
as before.

Figure 5 depicts the approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information for
the pure common value example of Section 4, except that bidder 1 is only willing to buy
0.5 units of the good. In addition to the usual low linear rationing region, we see that there
is a rectangular region where bidder 1’s action is relatively high and bidder 2’s action is
relatively low on which bidder 1’s allocation maxes out at 0.5. On this region, the good
is still rationed, and bidder 2’s allocation only depends on their signal. In the information
structure, the interim expected value only depends on bidder 2’s signal on the region where
bidder 1’s allocation has maxed out.

Note that the particular form for the feasibility constraint does not play a significant
role in the argument, and we could easily generalize to other constraints on the allocation,
e.g., a cap on the share of the good allocated to a subset of the bidders. The critical
feature is that the constraint is “downward closed,” meaning that if all bidders’ allocations
decrease, the constraint will still be satisfied.

B.1.4 Simultaneous auction of multiple goods

Suppose that there are L goods for sale, indexed by l � 1, . . . , L, and each bidder demands
a single unit of each of the goods. Let vl,i denote bidder i’s value for good l. The primitive is
a prior distribution over buyers’ values for all goods. An information structure now consists
of sets of signals and a joint distribution over signals and bidders’ values for all goods. A
mechanism now specifies sets of actions and allocations for each bidder and good.25

The program (3) is generalized as follows:

min
γl:XpkqÑR�, σ:Xpkq�V LÑR�, wl:XpkqÑRN

�

Ļ

l�1

¸
xPXpkq

γlpxq

s.t. γlpxq ¥ ρpxq
�
wl,ipxq �∇�

i wlpxq
�
@l, i, x;¸

vPV

σpx, vq � ρpxq @x;¸
xPXpkq

σpx, vq � µpvq @v;

wlpxq �
1

ρpxq

¸
vPV

vlσpx, vq @l, x,

25The demand constraint example of the previous section could also be modeled with multiple goods,
some of which are only assigned positive value by some bidders. Nonetheless, there is independent value
to the extension with demand constraints, as it illustrates how more general feasibility constraints could
be added to the model, including constraints which cannot be easily mapped into a multiple goods model.
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where now wpxq is a matrix that specifies an interim expected value wl,ipxq for each good
l and bidder i. The program (4) becomes

max
ql:XpkqÑRN

� , tl:XpkqÑRN , λ:V LÑR

¸
vPV L

µpvqλpvq

s.t. λpvq ¤
Ļ

l�1

�
Σtlpxq � vl �∇�qlpxq �∇� � tlpxq

�
@pv, xq;

Σqlpxq ¤ 1 @l, x;

tl,ip0, x�iq � 0 @l, i, x�i.

As with asymmetric demands, the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 proceed as before, by dropping
non-local obedience and incentive constraints and fixing the multipliers on local incentives.
Lemma 10 is also generalized, by showing that the constraints

ql,ipxi � 1{k, x�iq ¤ ql,ipxq � ϵpkq (36)

are redundant if ϵpkq � C{k for C sufficiently large. The proof is as before, via a pertur-
bation of the value distribution that drives out multipliers on (36). The proof of Lemma 6
is also generalized: when k is large, there is an optimal solution pλ�,Ξ�, q�q that satisfies
the no-downward-jump constraints (36) for each l and i. We can define a new solution ql,i
exactly as in (34), which has approximately the same value.

We illustrate this extension with a two-bidder two-good example. First assume bidders
have pure common values for each good, so vl,1 � vl,2 almost surely for each l � 1, 2. The
common values are independently distributed across goods. The lower and upper bounds
on Π� are 0.5942 and 0.6542, respectively. The optimal mechanism and information are
depicted in Figure 6. (Bidder 1’s allocations are depicted, with bidder 2’s allocations being
symmetric.) The simulation clearly indicates that the allocation and interim expected
values for the two goods are exactly the same. Thus, the two-good pure common value
model reduces to a single-good pure common value model, in which the value for the single
good is the sum of the values of the two goods. This is in spite of the fact that the
underlying values are independent across the two goods. Why should this be the case?
Clearly the seller can treat the two goods as one, and only offer them bundled together, in
which case all that matters are bidders’ beliefs about the value of the bundle. At the same
time, it is possible that the information structure only gives bidders information about the
value of the bundle, as in the simulation. In this case, the symmetry of the underlying
value distribution implies that w1,ipxq � w2,ipxq for all x, i.e., bidders always assign the
same interim expected value to both goods. As a result, the seller can do no better than
the optimal profit guarantee when the goods are bundled.

Indeed, we conjecture that the limit analysis of Brooks and Du (2020) can be generalized
to formally show that proportional auctions for the grand bundle are max-2min mechanisms
when there are multiple goods with pure common values and the distribution of the goods’
values is exchangeable. More broadly, let us say that a value distribution is exchangeable
across goods if all µpvq � µpv1q for all v and v1, where v1i is a permutation of vi for all i.
We conjecture that if values are exchangeable across goods, then the multi-good problem
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocations

(b) Approximate min-2max interim value

Figure 6: Approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information with pure com-
mon values and two goods.

reduces to a single-good problem in which bidders only learn about their value for the grand
bundle, and the seller only offers the grand bundle for sale.

If, however, values are not exchangeable across goods, then the multiple-good problem
need not reduce to an auction for the grand bundle, as the following example shows. Let
us now suppose that bidder 2’s values vl,2 are distributed as before, uniform on each good
l and independent across goods; bidder 1 has the same value for good 2 as bidder 1 but
assigns more value to good 1 than bidder 2: v2,1 � v2,2 and v1,1 � v1,2�1. The approximate
max-2min allocations are depicted in Figure 7. As we can see, bidders receive each good
with different probabilities. As we would expect, good 1 is mostly allocated to bidder 1,
since their value for that good is much higher. Interestingly, bidder 1 also tends to get
more shares of good 2 than bidder 2, even though the two bidders have the same value for
good 2, because of the endogenous bundling of the two goods in the max-2min mechanism.
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Figure 7: Max-2min allocation with two goods with non-exchangeable values.

B.1.5 Ambiguous correlation between values

Our last two extensions regards the constraint on the value distribution. We have assumed
heretofore that the seller knows the value distribution exactly, while at the same time
taking a worst case over bidders’ information and the equilibrium strategies. There is a
clear tension here. Our last two extensions incorporate ambiguity with regard to the value
distribution.

First, suppose that the seller knows that each bidder i’s value is distributed according
to µi P ∆pV q, but the seller does not know the joint distribution of values. Thus, an
information structure pS, σq need only satisfy¸

s,v�i

σps, vi, v�iq � µipviq @i, vi.
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These constraints replace the marginal constraint in the program (3). The analogue of
program (4) is now:

max
q:XpkqÑRN

� ,t:XpkqÑRN ,λ:VÑR

Ņ

i�1

¸
vPV

µipviqλipviq

s.t.
Ņ

i�1

λipviq ¤ Σtpxq � v �∇�qpxq �∇� � tpxq @pv, xq;

Σqpxq ¤ 1 @x;

tip0, x�iq � 0 @i, x�i.

All of the previous steps in our argument go through as before, where we replace λpvq
with

°
i λipviq, with one exception. In the proof of Lemma 10, we invoked a full-support

hypothesis on µ to prove that optimal λ are bounded. But now, λ will be bounded if each
component λi is bounded, and the same argument for boundedness of λi goes through as
long as µi has full support on Vi. In particular, we can always normalize the λi so that

¸
viPVi

µipviqλipviq �
Π

MIN�2MAX
pkq

N

for all i. Under this normalization, λi must be bounded above, since otherwise, in the
version of (3-D) with fixed λi, there are feasible solutions that place all of the mass on
values with λipviq going to infinity, which would contradict the hypothesis that the value

of the program is Π
MIN�2MAX

pkq. And since the optimal value of (3-D) is bounded below,
λi must be bounded below as well. Given this result, the proof of Lemma 6 goes through
unchanged.

We illustrate with two bidders whose values are uniformly distributed on the ten point
grid in r0, 1s. The optimal allocation and interim value are illustrated in Figure 8. The
mechanism guarantees profit at least 0.2537 and maximum profit on the information struc-
ture is at most 0.2834. Note that both of these numbers are lower than the corresponding
figures for pure common uniform values (0.2564 and 0.2856) and independent uniform val-
ues (0.2826 and 0.3170), as they should be, since perfect correlation and independence are
both feasible joint distributions for the present problem.

B.1.6 A penalty-based model of ambiguous value distribution

Going a step further, we can dispense with marginal constraints on values altogether, and
instead represent the seller’s ambiguity about the value distribution with “cost” for the
value distribution. This is in the spirit of the multiplier preferences Hansen and Sargent
(2001) and the variational preferences of Maccheroni, Marinacci, and Rustichini (2006),
where a penalty function on beliefs is used to discipline a worst-case analysis.

We now argue that Theorems 2 and 1 can be generalized to such a model of ambiguity
aversion. In fact, we have already analyzed this model in the proof of Lemma 10, where
the penalty function arose endogenously as part of the solution of the program (4). Fix a
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(a) Approximate max-2min allocation (b) Approximate min-2max interim value

Figure 8: Approximate max-2min mechanism and min-2max information with uniformly
distributed values and unknown correlation.

penalty λ : V Ñ R. The programs (1) and (2) remain the same, except that the domain
of information structures is now the set of finite information structures with arbitrary
marginal on V , and the objective is now

ΠpM, I, βq �
¸
vPV

λpvq
¸
sPS

σps, vq.

The program (3) is modified by dropping the marginal constraints on V and changing the
objective to ¸

xPXpkq

γpxq �
¸
vPV

λpvq
¸

xPXpkq

σpx, vq.

The only change to (4) is that λ is fixed and is no longer a variable over which we optimize.
Lemmas 2 and 3 go through as before, with the penalty replacing the marginal constraint

on values. In the proof of Lemma 10, boundedness of the optimal λ holds by assumption,
and no full support condition on the (endogenous) distribution of values is needed. The
only significant change is in the proof of Lemma 6, since the new solution as defined in (34)
is no longer feasible (since we cannot change the exogenously given λ). We can instead
define a solution for the analogue of (41):

qipxq �

#
q�i pxi�1{k,x�iq

1�Nϵpkq
if 0   xi   k;

0 if xi � 0 or xi � k;

Ξpxq �

#
k�1

kp1�Nϵpkqq
Ξ�pxq if x R BXpkq;

�pk � 1qNv �maxvPV λpvq if x P BXpkq,

�

�
1�

k � 1

kp1�Nϵpkqq



max
vPV

λpvq
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It is straightforward to verify that this solution is feasible for (41) with fixed λ and has
approximately the same value as (34) when k is large.

B.2 Construction of transfers for N ¡ 2

In this section we give a general construction of participation secure transfers via “balanced
divisions” of an aggregate excess growth. Let us omit k and write Xi � Xipkq. For any
subset N 1 � t1, 2, . . . , Nu of bidders, let XN 1 �

±
iPN 1 Xi and ρpxq �

±
iPN 1 ρipxiq for

x P XN 1 .
Let Z be the set of non-repeating sequences in t1, . . . , Nu of length less than or equal

to N . We also define Zpiq � Z to be the set of sequences of length less than or equal to
N � 1 which does not contain i. Given z P Z, we let Npzq be the set of players not in z.
And for z P Zpiq, we let pz, iq be the sequence that catenates z and i.

Fix an aggregate excess growth Ξ that is balanced. We say that a collection tΞzuzPZ is
a balanced division (of Ξ) if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. ΞH � Ξ.

2. For all i, z P Zpiq, Ξpz,iq : Xi �XNpz,iq Ñ R.

3. For all i, z P Zpiq,
°

xPXi�XNpz,iq
Ξpz,iqpxqρpxq � 0.

4. For all i, z P Zpiq, and xNpz,iq P XNpz,iq,¸
xiPXi

Ξpz,iqpxi, xNpz,iqqρipxiq �
¸

jPNpz,iq

Ξpz,i,jqpxNpz,iqq.

5. For all x P XNpHq �
±N

j�1Xj,

ΞHpxq �
¸

jPNpHq

Ξjpxq.

We interpret Ξpz,iq as bidder i’s excess growth (before adjustment) when the bidders in
z are ahead of i in a queue. Condition 2 says that the excess growth Ξpz,iq depends xi and
xNpz,iq, but not on the actions of the bidders in z. Condition 3 says that Ξpz,iq is balanced.
Condition 4 says that the adjustment one makes to i’s excess growth (see equation (37)) is
equal to the total unadjusted excess growths of the bidders who are behind i in the queue.
Finally, Conditions 1 and 5 says that the unadjusted excess growths for bidders who are
first in the queue adds up to the given aggregate excess growth Ξ.

An example of a balanced division is Ξipxq � Ξpxq{N , and

Ξpz,i,jqpxNpz,iqq �
1

|Npz, iq|

¸
xiPXi

Ξpz,iqpxi, xNpz,iqqρipxiq.
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Another example is Ξ1pxq � Ξpxq, and

Ξpz,i,jq �

#°
xiPXi

Ξpz,iqpxi, xNpz,iqqρipxiq if j � i� 1;

0 otherwise,

where i� 1 is defined in modulo arithmetic, i.e., N � 1 � 1.
Given a balanced division tΞzuzPZ , we can define the individual excess growths

ξipxq �
¸

zPZpiq

�
Ξpz,iqpxi, xNpz,iqq �

¸
yiPXi

Ξpz,iqpyi, xNpz,iqqρipyiq

�
. (37)

We claim that ξi gives participation secure transfers. This can be verified by checking:

¸
xiPXi

ξipxqρipxiq �
¸

zPZpiq

������
¸

xiPXi

Ξpz,iqpxi, xNpz,iqqρipxiq �
¸

yiPXi

Ξpz,iqpyi, xNpz,iqqρipyiqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
�0

�����
� 0.

Moreover, tξiu1¤i¤N has aggregate excess growth Ξ, since

Ņ

i�1

ξipxq �
Ņ

i�1

Ξipxq

�
Ņ

i�1

¸
tzPZpiq:|z| N�1u

������
¸

jPNpz,iq

Ξpz,i,jqpxNpz,iqq �
¸

yiPXi

Ξpz,iqpyi, xNpz,iqqρipyiqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
�0

������
�

Ņ

i�1

¸
tzPZpiq:|z|�N�1u

¸
yiPXi

Ξpz,iqpyiqρipyiqloooooooooomoooooooooon
�0

� Ξpxq.

In this last calculation, all we have done is to break up the sum over sequences into those
that end in i and those that end in pi, jq, then we use the fact that Npz, iq � H when
|z| � N � 1, so the balanced condition implies that the terms in the third line are all zero.

Given an arbitrary profile of participation secure transfers, we can “recover” their in-
dividual excess growths ξ from equation (37) with the balanced division tΞzuzPZ such that
ΞH � Σξ, Ξi � ξi and Ξz � 0 for all other z. Thus, the participation secure transfers given
by the balanced divisions are complete.

When N � 2, then Z just consists of tH, 1, 2, 12, 21u. For a balanced division tΞzuzPZ ,
Ξ1 and Ξ2 are balanced and satisfies Ξ � Ξ1 � Ξ2; moreover, we have¸

x2PX2

Ξ2px1, x2qρ2px2q � Ξ21px1q,

and likewise for Ξ1 and Ξ12. Thus, the expression of ξi in (37) reduces to equation (25).
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B.3 Transfer rules for constant-sum values

In this section we compute the transfers (applying Propositions 1 and 2) for the constant
sum example (Section 4). We first take k Ñ 8 and then take mÑ 0.

B.3.1 Ξipxq � Ξpxq{2

Let us first consider the case where the bidders initially get half of the aggregate excess
growth: Ξ1 � Ξ2 � Ξ{2.

Taking k Ñ 8, the aggregate excess growth from equation (27) becomes

Ξpxq � �
1

2m
p1� expp�mqq �

1

2m
I|x1�x2| m,

where we have modified the constant to make Ξ balanced for a fixed m ¡ 0 (see the
paragraph following (27) for a discussion about the distribution of |x1 � x2|).

The individual excess growth (equation (25)) and the transfers (equation (22)) in the
limit are

ξipxq �
1

2
Ξpxq �

1

2

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqΞpyi, xjqdyi �
1

2

» 8

yj�0

expp�yjqΞpxi, yjqdyj

��
1

4m
p1� expp�mqq �

1

4m
I|xi�xj | m

�
1

4m

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqI|yi�xj | mdyi �
1

4m

» 8

yj�0

expp�yjqI|xi�yj | mdyj

(38)

and

tipxq �
�1

expp�xiq

» 8

yi�xi

expp�yiqξipyi, xjqdyi

��

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqξipxi � yi, xjqdyi.

Substituting ξi into ti, we get

tipxq �
1

4m
p1� expp�mqq �

» 8

yi�0

1

4m
I|xi�yi�xj | m expp�yiqdyi (39)

�
1

4m

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqI|yi�xj | mdyi �
1

4m

» 8

yi�0

» 8

yj�0

expp�yj � yiqI|xi�yi�yj | mdyjdyi

�
1

4m
p1� expp�mqqloooooooooomoooooooooon

A

�
1

4m
pexpp�maxpxj � xi �m, 0qq � expp�maxpxj � xi �m, 0qqqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

B

�
1

4m
pexpp�maxpxj �m, 0qq � expp�pxj �mqqqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

C

�
1

4m
pLp�xi �mq � Lp�xi �mqqloooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

D

,
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where L is the CDF of a Laplace distribution:

Lpzq �

#
exppzq{2 z   0;

1� expp�zq{2 z ¥ 0.
(40)

Using L’Hôpital’s rule to take mÑ 0, we get

A � 1{4;

B �

$'&'%
0 xj   xi;

1{4 xj � xi;

expp�xj � xiq{2 xj ¡ xi;

C �

#
1{4 xj � 0;

expp�xjq{2 xj ¡ 0;

D � expp�xiq{4.

So in the limit as mÑ 0, we have

tipxq �

$'&'%
1{4� expp�xj � xiq{2� expp�xjq{2� expp�xiq{4 xi   xj;

expp�xjq{2� expp�xiq{4 xj � xi;

1{4� expp�xjq{2� expp�xiq{4 xi ¡ xj,

(41)

when xj ¡ 0, and

tipxq �

#
0 xi � 0;

1{2� expp�xiq{4 xi ¡ 0,
(42)

when xj � 0.

B.3.2 Ξipxq � Ξpxq{2� c signpxi � xjq

We now show that an alternative initial division of the aggregate excess growth yields a
simpler transfer rule. To this end suppose initially bidder i gets Ξipxq � Ξpxq{2�c signpxi�
xjq, where c is a constant, and signpzq is 1 if z ¡ 0, �1 if z   0, and zero if z � 0.

The individual excess growth (equation (25)) in the limit is now

ξipxq �
Ξpxq

2
� c signpxi � xjq �

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiq

�
Ξpyi, xjq

2
� c signpyi � xjq



dyi

�

» 8

yj�0

expp�yjq

�
Ξpxi, yjq

2
� c signpyj � xiq



dyj

Let us denote the difference between the above equation and equation (38) as

ηipxq � c signpxi � xjq �

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqc signpyi � xjqdyi �

» 8

yj�0

expp�yjqc signpyj � xiqdyj.
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The transfer given by Ξipxq � Ξpxq{2� c signpxi � xjq is equation (39) plus

∆ipxq � �

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqηipxi � yi, xjqdyi

��

» 8

yi�0

c signpxi � yi � xjq expp�yiqdyi �

» 8

yi�0

expp�yiqc signpyi � xjqdyi

�

» 8

yi�0

» 8

yj�0

expp�yj � yiqc signpyj � xi � yiqdyjdyi

�� cp2 expp�maxpxj � xi, 0qq � 1q � cp2 expp�xjq � 1q � cp1� expp�xiqq.

Taking c � �1{4 and adding ∆ipxq to equations (41) and (42), we get as mÑ 0

tipxq �

$'&'%
0 xi   xj;

1{4 xj � xi;

1{2 xi ¡ xj,

when xj ¡ 0, and

tipxq �

#
0 xi � 0;

1{4 xi ¡ 0,

when xj � 0.
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